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ABSTRACT 
City of Los Angeles Arts District Form-Based Code 
Ryan Jupiter Banuelos 
 
Los Angeles is experiencing a loss of inventory with Industrial land due to 
adaptive reuse and property conversion. The primary factors behind the 
conversions are inconsistent land use regulations and a strong market 
demand for residential property. In an effort to streamline land use regulation, 
the city will create a new zoning code. In conjunction with the zoning update, 
the purpose of this project will be to develop a form-based code for the Los 
Angeles Arts District. The new land use regulation will explore methods to 
preserve job producing industrial space and accommodate the growing 
residential market in the area. Data for this study was collected and presented 
as a site analysis. The study also includes a literature review that examines 
the history of land use regulation in Europe and the United States. The site 
analysis for the Arts District includes an investigation of circulation patterns, 
economic factors, development profile, community input, and review of 
planning documents. Research includes a chronological investigation of the 
Arts District’s history, land use policies, and regulations. The study indicates 
that the Arts District, though primarily industrial, contains multiple residential 
nodes. Additionally, it reveals that industrial jobs and building stock are at risk 
from new development. The purpose of The Arts District Form-Based Code, 
as the new land use regulation, is to create a predicable development pattern 
that improves the quality of the built environment.    
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As global society swings into action to reduce carbon emissions, the data 
ever more clearly points to the need to reduce dependence on vehicular 
mobility, and to remake the built environment as transit- and pedestrian-
friendly places of dense economic and social interaction.  
 
Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk (qtd. in Crawford, 2008, p. xii) 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
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The life world – of city dwellers, an urban pattern of activity that repeats over 
time, but like a fractal, is never exactly the same twice.  
David Grahame Shane (qtd. in Shane, 2005) 
 
There are a number of social and physical problems that occur from the 
foundation of cities. This is because cities have an unpredictable aspect to 
their nature—they are a juxtaposition of the heterogeneity of urban forms. And 
within those forms, cities combine “wealth and poverty, efficiency and waste, 
industry and commerce, residential life and work, pleasure and pain (Shane, 
2005, p. 8).” Throughout history cities have attempted to quell the 
randomness and organize the built environment to create the efficient city. A 
city where businesses are compatible with their neighbors, the character of a 
community is preserved, nature is relished, and daily activities do not impede 
the quality of life of its citizens. Over time, various planning tools were 
developed to implement these ideals. This report will cover one of those tools 
known as zoning. In present America, zoning is defined as the regulation of 
land uses. However, zoning has a long history and at times, has deviated 
from its original intent. Zoning has been used for a variety of reasons. It has 
eliminated industrial building’s placement next to high-end retail centers, 
racially segregated groups of people, and protected the single family home. 
For the most part, zoning’s regulatory framework has not changed 
dramatically since its adoption in the early twentieth century. It has also been 
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argued that zoning is one of the driving factors for urban sprawl. Recently, 
alternative zoning models such as form-based codes have grown in 
popularity. As cities begin to revitalize their urban cores, new methods of 
zoning are continually looked at as more viable alternatives to traditional 
zoning. But with urban revitalization, there is a growing trend and market 
demand to convert historically significant buildings and districts into highly 
marketable urban residences. This places industrial lands, which were 
traditionally built at or near the core of cities, and often on large parcels, at 
greater risk. In order to study how zoning affects the built environment, the 
Arts District, an industrial live/work neighborhood in Downtown Los Angeles, 
will be examined. The development of a form-based code will better represent 
the Art District’s unique building typology and neighborhood character. The 
form-based code will utilize a set of regulatory standards based upon best 
practices to alleviate the tension between industrial and residential land uses. 
A literature review will detail the history of zoning, the advent of form-based 
codes as an alternative, and the history of land use in Los Angeles. 
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Introduction: Past to Present.  
People say they do not want to live near where they work, but that they would 
like to work near where they live.  
 Zev Cohen (Duany, 2000) 
 
The regulation of the built environment has spanned across civilizations and 
dates back to some of the earliest urban developments recorded in human 
history. At present, the common term for the regulation of land uses is known 
as zoning. Since the medieval period, a number of advancements in 
technology and rapid economic and population growth contributed to the need 
for some form of regulation to help structure the expansion and transformation 
of cities. These advancements, which occurred in the years before and after 
the industrial revolution in Europe, played a catalytic role in the evolution of 
modern zoning in America.  
 
As far back as 64 CE, the Roman Empire built expansive cities. Rome’s 
capital city grew due to population growth through the acquisition of new 
territories. As a result, the growth also increased the risk of fire damage and 
deteriorating building conditions. In response, the Roman Emperor Nero 
introduced building regulations that required the use of stone walls and the 
development of interior courtyards and porticoes to curtail tenant congestion 
(Kontokosta, 2013). This excerpt may be one of the first recorded instances in 
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which the built environment was regulated to alleviate a city’s problems. As 
cities developed over the next thousand years, they were confronted with 
physical, social, and economic challenges.  
 
In the early twentieth century, America had the problem of large scale growth, 
a byproduct of the industrial revolution. The country needed a solution to 
lessen the toll of unregulated real estate expansion. In the early 1900s, 
American planners therefore looked towards Europe and in particular, 
Germany and England. The two country’s land-use ordinances were the 
defining models in the emergence of zoning in America. To understand land-
use zoning in the United States, this chapter will examine literature that 
concerns technological, economic, political, and social development from the 
medieval period to the twentieth century. While new tools in zoning have been 
invented “over the last fifty years – planned unit development, performance, 
incentive, inclusionary, form-based zoning, etc.,” form based zoning will be 
the primary focus of this study (Hirt, 2013, p. 293). The historical perspective 
on the evolution of land uses in America will explore the reasoning as to why 
zoning has remained relatively stagnant throughout the last one hundred 
years, even with the advent of new paradigms. In addition, this literature 
review will analyze the current form of zoning and its effect on social and 
economic structures in America. This report will focus on the use of form-
based codes as an alternative to traditional zoning. Finally, this literature 
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review will explain how urban design and zoning intersects to combat the 
problems within a city and to foster the quality of life within it. The area of 
focus of this report will be on the Arts District in Los Angeles, a unique 
industrial mixed-use neighborhood. A historical examination of the Arts 
District will analyze how conventional zoning has addressed the 
neighborhood’s development in the past and how form based codes can 
address its future.   
The Beginning of the City in America 
In 1519, the Spanish conquistador Hernan Cortes arrived at the Aztec city of 
Tenochtitlan (Chudacoff et al., 2010). What is now known as Mexico City, was 
once the capital of the Aztec empire and was located in the middle of Lake 
Texcoco (Diaz, 2012). Tenochtitlan was a city in pre-colonial America that 
rivaled cities in Spain, Germany, and England. It was characterized by its 
grand palaces and towering temple pyramids (Chudacoff et al., 2010). The 
city maintained a robust economy that was supported by a daily marketplace. 
It moved sixty thousand people’s goods and services throughout the region 
(Chudacoff et al., 2010). Spanish conquistadors were astonished with the 
ability of the Aztec Empire to develop sophisticated and grandiose cities that 
contrasted many of the island nations they had first discovered.  
 
“When we saw so many cities and villages built in the water and other great 
towns on dry land we were amazed and said that it was like the 
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enchantments ... on account of the great towers and cues and buildings rising 
from the water, and all built of masonry. And some of our soldiers even asked 
whether the things that we saw were not a dream... I do not know how to 
describe it, seeing things as we did that had never been heard of or seen 
before, not even dreamed about (Diaz del Castillo, 2012, p. 189).” 
 
But besides the City’s grandeur, the City provides one of the earliest 
examples of organized land uses. Divided into zones and districts, 
Tenochtitlan, unlike many cities in Europe at the time, developed a 
sophisticated land use system that included waste disposal. Thousands of 
men would clean the boulevards daily and haul away garbage on barges 
through an arrangement of canals throughout the city (Diaz, 2012; Chudacoff 
et al., 2010). In 1521 however, Cortes overthrew Tenochtitlan and established 
the Spanish capital on its ruins (Chudacoff et al., 2010). The arrival of the 
Spanish changed the native Aztec landscape. The conquest of the Aztec and 
Incan empires by the Spanish colonizers marked the start of urban 
development in the Americas. Over the next few centuries the Spaniards 
spread their influence and built many cities in the Americas some of which we 
know today as St. Augustine, Los Angeles, San Antonio, San Diego, and San 
Francisco. While early civilizations in the Americas had their own form of land 
use regulation, the zoning used today has philosophical ties to Europe.  
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Western Europe, the Dominant Paradigm 
Western Europe, during the industrial revolution in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, was in development since the medieval period. The 
revolution was a byproduct of gradual technological advancement that began 
in London, England. Simultaneously, there was progression in agriculture, 
transportation, and finance, as well as political and industrial developments, 
and fabricated the revolution in its entirety (Zanden, 2009). The relationship 
between these sectors, as well as the social, political and cultural factors 
which shaped the industrial revolution, contributed to the development of land 
use based on regulation, to develop a more efficient society with continuous 
economic growth.  
 
Prior to the industrial revolution, eleventh century Europe was relatively 
underdeveloped in comparison to the prosperous societies of China and the 
Arab world (Zanden, 2009). At the time, the realm was a compilation of the 
British Islands, Italy, and the former Carolingian Empire, now France and 
Germany. Islamic civilization also spanned a much larger area from Southern 
Spain to China. The population within Europe was much lower, as was the 
level of urbanization, technology, and education in comparison to the Middle 
East and China (Zanden, 2009). Within the next four hundred years, Western 
Europe became the most technologically and economically advanced region 
in the world. Its rapid rise is attributed to a variety of institutional changes 
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such as the intensification of power at the local level, the advent of 
Christianity as a normative system, the formation of merchant guilds and their 
contribution to economic efficiency, and the growing demand for literacy 
which led to further knowledge accumulation (Zanden, 2009). Additionally, 
population in Europe grew over one hundred percent and more so in England 
where it grew three hundred percent. These fundamental changes initiated 
the rapid urbanization and the continued world dominance of Europe into the 
following centuries.  
 
Europe’s preindustrial role in world trade dominance further established the 
foundation for the industrial revolution (Stearns, 2007). By the sixteenth 
century the majority of international trade was controlled by Western 
European nations; England had the largest share. European colonies were a 
critical element in the success of international trade. The colonies allowed 
manufacturing to flourish through the provision of low-cost raw materials, 
which introduced new capital and export opportunities. Prior to the eighteenth 
century, the majority of manufacturing occurred in the household, with a large 
labor contingent committed to agriculture (Stearns, 2007). This all changed 
with the rapid advance of Western European technology, easy access to coal, 
new financing systems, and a large labor supply that no longer had to work 
the fields. The advancement of productivity in both manufacturing and 
agriculture produced a new paradigm for the global economy. By the 
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eighteenth century workers were no longer producing goods in their homes or 
in small shops. Production became industrialized and was the dominant 
manufacturing system. In the decades preceding the eighteenth century the 
industrial revolution evolved through a series of processes and structural 
transformations. It was a product of a variety of interactions between social 
and economic forces that led to an accumulation of knowledge and the growth 
of human capital. Cities evolved to comprise of new markets. And as 
industrialization expanded, so did the need for regulation.  
The City in Post-Industrial Europe  
The city of post-industrial Europe was the model that later influenced land-use 
zoning in twentieth century America. In particular, England and Germany 
were influential in fostering American land-use regulation (Hirt, 2013). During 
the medieval period, post-industrial European cities were initially designed by 
a ruling monarch. The ruling monarch detailed, styled, and designed the 
appearance of the city (Power, 1989). This approach helped to set the 
foundation for comprehensive regulation which focused on building structure 
and physical expression, density, and the location of commercial, industrial, 
and residential land uses (Power, 1989 & Logan, 1976). While the visual 
quality of a city was important in early city planning, the desire to mitigate the 
problems within a city sparked further regulation. As an example, early 
building codes such as London’s Assize of Buildings that was enacted by the 
city’s first Mayor, Henry Fitzailwin in the twelfth century, was designed to 
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alleviate nuisance and safety concerns over fire (Hirt, 2013). The ordinance 
focused on the types of construction materials used rather than the 
relationship that the buildings had with one another. Munich, Germany, along 
with other major European cities also had sophisticated building codes (Hirt, 
2013). As time passed after industrialization, population growth and changes 
in city structure resonated throughout European cities. The increased growth 
in the poor working class rapidly filled urban industrial jobs. Low wages and 
destitute living conditions placed the working class into extreme poverty. This 
led to a slur of social problems throughout Europe, particularly housing (Hall, 
2002). Thus, there was a need for land-use based regulation.  
“Of the 1,000,000 Londoners estimated by Mr. Booth to be in poverty . . . 
practically none are house as well as a provident man provides for his horse. 
These 200,000 families earning not more than a guinea a week . . . and that 
often irregularly, pay from 3s. to 7s. per week for filthy slum tenements of 
which a large proportion are absolutely “unfit for habitation,” even according 
to the lax standards of existing sanitary officers. London needs the rebuilding 
of at least 400,000 rooms to house its poorest citizens (Fabian Society, 1887, 
p. 7).” 
England had a growing problem as the majority of the population was in 
poverty.  Nobility and professional classes saw the lower class as a nuisance, 
underserving and incapable of rising above their station, with little hope for 
improvement (Hall, 2002). By 1914, eugenics overlapped with planning and 
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was regarded as a shared objective to combat the social problems of the era 
(Hall, 2002). This led to the publication of various writings that detailed the 
need for immediate reform in the housing sector throughout England. One of 
the most influential, which sold 70,000 copies in eight years, was the “Facts 
for Socialists” written by the Fabian Society in 1887 (Hall, 2002). The Fabian 
Society emphasized the need to use London’s collective power to solve the 
housing problem. Other journals and press echoed the call for comprehensive 
reform. And in 1888, the Royal Commission on Housing transferred 
responsibility for the re-housing of London’s impoverished from the 
Metropolitan Board of Works to the London County Council, a new 
democratically elected body (Hall, 2002). The Council passed the 1890 
Housing of the Working Classes Act, the successor to its 1885 Act. This 
second Housing Act provided the government with the ability to purchase 
large areas of land to be redeveloped for tenement housing for the working 
class. In parallel with London, Berlin, Paris, and New York also experienced 
extreme population growth and increasing problems in housing densities, land 
rents, transportation issues, and competition for space. To solve their housing 
problems the cities followed London’s example and built tenement housing for 
the working class. The tenement housing was only a temporary solution. 
Housing soon became severely overcrowded, riddled with foul odors and 
scarce light. This created new social relationships and changed the fabric of 
urbanized life.   
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Germany strongly felt the social and physical changes of the late nineteenth 
century that it began to focus its attentions, like Britain, on the living 
conditions of the working class (Logan, 1976). The British and the Americans 
revered the German city for its order, structure, cleanliness, modernism, and 
attractiveness. Ironically, the Germans did not share that feeling, but rather 
saw their cities as poor examples and fraught with social and political 
instability (Hall, 2002). Even still, the German city was used as a model for 
cities in Europe and America. Cities like Munich were revered for its building 
regulations that had been codified since the mid-fifteenth century. It was not 
until the late 1890s that regulations and plans, that were originally contrived to 
regulate individual buildings, were broadened in order to be standardized and 
prescribed to cover large urban areas (Logan, 1976). Nuisance and housing 
laws were enveloped into a broader type of regulation: zoning. New zoning 
followed the trend of comprehensive coverage and greater uniformity in 
application to a city area. In 1891, the mayor of Frankfurt-am-Main, Franz 
Adickes, adopted a land-use regulation that divided the city into various 
districts or zones. Shortly after, the advent of German zoning, as a means to 
regulate building form and function, quickly spread to England, Switzerland, 
Scandinavia, and the United States (Hirt, 2013). As German zoning reached 
America its principles were maintained, although it treated existing uses 
differently. The Frankfurt Zoning Act created two broad zones that used a 
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land use based classification system separated into three districts: residential, 
industrial, and mixed (Hirt, 2013). Even with three distinct classifications, each 
zone allowed for more than a single land-use (Hirt, 2013). The mixed-use 
district provided for a combination of light industrial, commercial, and 
residential uses (Logan, 1976). Residential districts were not exclusively for 
residential use but also permitted industries that complied with performance 
standards. Residential areas did not ban industrial uses but rather had strict 
bulk requirements for industrial buildings that were often too large to fit (Hirt, 
2013). Regulations in Frankfurt showcased one of the first instances of land-
use regulation, known today as performance and form-based zoning (Hirt, 
2013). The most restrictive of the three districts was the industrial area where 
most dwelling types were not permitted, except for housing that 
accommodated personnel who serviced the factories. To further alleviate 
incompatible uses, Frankfurt required large setbacks for industrial buildings 
that were located next to residential developments. With high levels of 
pollutants from industrial manufacturing, separation of residential areas from 
other activities was of paramount importance. Each country that adopted 
German zoning created their own regulations that were tailored to fit its 
needs. The British and Americans constantly examined the model of the 
German City. Benjamin Marsh from the United States was particularly 
interested in German zoning and how Germas used it to reform their housing 
situation. In order to improve upon present conditions, the countries furiously 
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exchanged planning ideas. Each country was admired for its own successes. 
Britain looked towards Germany for town planning, zoning, and urban design, 
while the Germans looked towards Britain to learn about housing reform, and 
the French and Americans borrowed ideas from German zoning (Hall, 2002). 
Early Land Use Regulation in the United States 
At the turn of the twentieth century, cities viewed land use regulation as a 
powerful force that could help shape the pattern of urban land use. In 1916, 
as a direct result of the planning done in Germany, New York City manifested 
one of the first comprehensive zoning ordinance in the United States. This 
section will cover the motivation behind its adoption including subsequent 
litigation and political willpower. Additionally, it will explore the landmark case 
of Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co in 1926 and the Standard State 
Zoning Enabling Act of 1923. Finally, it will examine how zoning has shaped 
the urban fabric over time and how municipalities and the public react to 
zoning in its present state.  
 
The late nineteenth and early twentieth century experienced a period of 
challenge as cities began to realize their own economic viability. In parallel 
with political centralization, cities sought a universal method to regulate land 
uses (Chadacoff et. al., 2010). At the end of the industrial revolution factories 
in the United States began to decentralize and move towards the suburbs. 
Land there was less expensive and there was more space for factories’ 
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sprawling assembly lines.  Because these suburbs were on the periphery of 
cities they were often adjacent to upper class residential areas which were 
vehemently opposed to annexation by central cities (Chadacoff et. al., 2010). 
The goal was to maintain control over objectionable land uses within the 
suburbs and to remain independent from large cities. Through the influence of 
corporate and political leaders the suburbs assured its independence and 
control. However, it created sharp racial, ethnic, and class divisions between 
cities and suburban areas (Chadacoff et. al., 2010). These planning issues 
were coupled with the emergence of zoning and included the segregation of 
social groups and the preservation of residential neighborhoods, the 
management of urban infrastructure, and the control of municipal finances 
(Fischler, 1998a). To better understand the various tensions associated with 
zoning’s birth and evolution, this section will explore how the New York City 
1916 Zoning Resolution became a paradigm of land use planning and 
regulation.  
 
New York City of the 1850s had buildings no higher than six stories. With the 
rapid surge in population growth, advances in technology, and New York’s 
ascension to a national and global city of commerce, it became necessary 
and feasible to build higher and bulkier buildings. In particular, two 
technological innovations further developed commercial buildings: the 
elevator and the structural steel frame. These technologies allowed buildings 
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to surge over 300 feet. However, the rapid construction of large buildings 
fostered issues related to the incompatibility of land uses such as light, 
ventilation, and public health (Kontokosta, 2013). The loss of light and air to 
office buildings in the Financial District was a common occurrence due to the 
construction of large skyscrapers. At the same time, high-end retail stores on 
Fifth Avenue were negatively impacted by the invasion of large garment 
factories (Fischler, 1998a). The height of new buildings created new leasable 
space that the market could not absorb fast enough. As a result, there was a 
significant drop in rent. Lower-class tenants were able to rent spaces that 
neighbored higher-class spaces. Other issues included less street lights that 
caused smaller structures to rely on artificial lighting and ventilation. 
Additionally, building scales had varied.  
 
These factors created pressures for the development community and 
business owners who were challenged with unregulated development. In an 
attempt to regulate the built environment under multiple economic and social 
forces, New York City brought into existence the country’s first Zoning 
Resolution (Kontokosta, 2013). On July 25th, 1916, the New York City Board 
of Estimate and Apportionment set forth the adoption of an ordinance which 
regulated land uses within the Greater New York area (Fischler, 1998a). This 
ordinance set the foundation for other municipalities across the United States 
to implement land use regulation. The New York City ordinance was the first 
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to be adopted, but not the first to be recommended by the Commission of 
Building Districts and Restriction and of the Heights of Buildings Committee 
(Fischler, 1998a). The Committee had recommended a similar ordinance 
three years earlier. The 1916 ordinance was structured by the creation of 
three distinct districts, each with a different focus of regulation. There was a 
housing, commercial, and industrial district. Each was organized by five 
height districts and five more area districts which were much more 
prescriptive in terms of minimum size of yards, courts, and the maximum 
percentage of lot coverage (Fischler, 1998a). The ordinance in New York City 
was not the first use of building regulation. Cities such as Boston, Chicago, 
and Los Angeles had enacted a form, height, or use regulation prior to the 
passage of the New York resolution (Kontokosta, 2013). Additionally, fire 
codes in many cities did not allow for timber buildings within central zones 
and many housing codes regulated the volume and design of multi-family 
residences. However, the 1916 ordinance was the first that regulated both 
use and bulk restrictions within an entire municipality.  
 
New York City set an example for the adoption of zoning regulations by 
municipalities throughout the United States. In 1923, the Standard State 
Zoning Enabling Act was widely adopted and was followed by the Standard 
City Planning Enabling Act, which gave cities the legal ability to create city 
master plans (Hall, 2002). By 1926, zoning dominated land use regulation and 
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had spread to over 425 municipalities (Power, 1989). In the same year, the 
Supreme Court established zoning as a police power in the landmark case of 
Village of Euclid et al v. Ambler Realty Co. (Hall, 2002; Knack, 1996). 
Zoning’s validity as a police power won due to the argument that zoning is a 
lawful form of nuisance control (Knack, 1996). Three years later, more than 
754 zoning ordinances had been adopted throughout the United States. While 
the Euclid case provided legal credibility to planners, this form of zoning, 
known as traditional or Euclidean, has been labeled as one of the primary 
mechanisms that supported exclusionary development and urban sprawl 
(Knack, 1996). Euclidean zoning was intended to keep residential areas 
separated from the nuisances of industrial activity and has arguably become a 
tool of separation for more than just land uses (Knack, 1996).  
Zoning as an Exclusionary Tool  
As planning evolved it went through a series of phases, one of the earliest 
was the City Beautiful movement. Similar to zoning, City Beautiful was 
planning without primary concern for social welfare. The zoning movement 
has been said to, “profoundly [influence] the subsequent course of American 
suburban development [and] was, if anything socially exclusionary in its 
purpose and its impact (Hall, 2002, p. 41).” Zoning began to be used as a 
police power. Zoning regulations were often used as a tool to keep the lower 
class, and the services they required, removed from upper class 
neighborhoods (Talen, 2012). In 1885, in Modesto California, zoning was 
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used to segregate. The City of Modesto used their police power to create a 
laundry free district with the intent to exclude the Chinese (Talen, 2012; 
Whitnall, 1931). Fifteen years later, in the Southern United States, many cities 
adopted racial zoning ordinances. These ordinances were designed to allow 
for a single race to inhabit a particular block while no other racial group was 
legally allowed to move in. In the 1917 trial, Buchanan v. Warley, the 
Supreme Court ruled against racial zoning and deemed it unconstitutional 
(Talen, 2012). However, some municipalities discovered ways to circumvent 
the law. Cities would zone industrial areas into neighborhoods that they knew 
to be predominantly African American in order to decrease the land values in 
the vicinity. In Glynn County, Georgia, alleys were not allowed to be built 
adjacent to lots with a depth of 120 feet in order to deter additional rear units, 
often connected with poor African Americans (Talen, 2012).  
 
The separation of land uses at the turn of the twentieth century has failed to 
accomplish many of its original goals (Fischler, 1998b). Zoning and 
subdivision regulation were designed “to segregate inconsistent uses, prevent 
congestion, and provide for the economical provision of public services 
(Fischler, 1998b, p.676).” The primary idea of zoning, according to William 
Munro, the leader of the National Municipal League, was to make public 
administration more orderly (Fischler, 1998b). Racial zoning was distractive 
and played a detrimental role in zoning’s evolution. However, recently zoning 
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has become a positive tool that has the ability to shape the urban fabric as 
well as social, environmental, economical factors.  
Form-Based Codes: Place Based Land Regulation  
Where traditional zoning of the past century failed to address a holistic 
approach in urban planning, and instead produced disconnected 
communities, form-based codes promote place-based planning. The Form-
based Code Institute defines form-based codes as a type of land use 
regulation that focuses on the creation of predictable development patterns 
and high-quality public space. Form-based codes require all development to 
be cohesive so that it fosters a place envisioned by the community. A form-
based code defines the physical form that identifies and emphasizes an urban 
hierarchy, rather than focusing on the separation of land uses found in 
conventional zoning codes. A form-based code is regulatory and not advisory. 
Furthermore, form-based codes help implement the vision of a community. 
Since diversity is such an important factor of a successful place, form-based 
codes mix people with uses and activities to create creative and vibrant cities 
and neighborhoods (Talen, 2012).  
 
Form-based codes are governed by the SmartCode, developed by Andres 
Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk. The SmartCode is used to establish an 
urban-to-rural transect-based approach to organize land use regulation. The 
urban-to-rural transect defines six Transect Zones (T-zones) that range from 
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the most rural of intensities to the most urban. The classification of each zone 
within the Transect hierarchy is primarily determined by the building intensity, 
character, form, type of place, and secondly, by diversity of uses. 
Los Angeles – Land-Use Evolution and History  
In 1781 the Spanish colonial government established the area known today 
as Los Angeles under the name El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora la Reina de los 
Angeles. The city fell under Spanish Laws of the Indies, that detailed 
development, administration, and social issues (Gish, 2012). These 
regulations shaped the city as it changed hands to the Mexican government in 
1821, and later the United States in 1848.  
 
By the 1900s Los Angeles was a rapidly changing city. A population boom, 
was coupled with economic and industrial development. Similar to New York, 
Los Angeles experienced crowded tenements riddled with congestions and 
poverty, and filled with poor working class families (Gish, 2012). The City 
Beautiful movement dominated early planning. Comprehensive planning 
began for Los Angeles with the establishment of the Los Angeles County 
Regional Planning Commission (LACRPC) in 1922.  Plans began to be 
produced that focused on challenges facing the region. As an example, 
congestion and connectivity, still contentious issues in the present, needed to 
be alleviated thus the city hired Frederick Law Olmsted Jr to produce the 
1924 Major Traffic Street Plan. Planning for the city continued to evolve as the 
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population increased and development spread further out from the central 
hub.  
 
Los Angeles was a city dominated by the single-family home. In 1909 the city 
prohibited any businesses from locating within residential areas and 
sequestered all business to 25 industrial districts (Whittemore, 2012). With the 
establishment of the City Planning Commission in 1920 by 1921 the City 
Council created five different zoning designations. The city followed Clarence 
Perry’s neighborhood unit idea where single family homes were separated 
from commercial activities and high density housing was located close to 
major arterials (Whittemore). Zoning up until the 1960s was on the side of 
homeowners and developers. In 1972 the planning department created 
Community Plans that allowed them to review specific areas and challenge 
unchecked growth by developers. Even with the establishment of community 
plans homeowners still dominated land use policy. By 1999 the city 
established neighborhood councils as part of a charter reform in an effort to 
decentralize planning review. With fears that the neighborhood councils would 
become too exclusive they were turned into advisory liaisons to reduce their 
immediate power but still allow them to have influence (Whittemore, 2012). 
Los Angeles land use policies continue to evolve as the various policy 
influences change with time. Recently, there has been a shift in homeowner 
influence that has allowed Los Angeles to experience urban infill and high-
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density development. This change is attributed to the dynamism of politics, 
environmental and social issues, economic forces, and technology that will 
continue to shape Los Angeles and all cities as they face urban problems in 
the coming future.  
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGY.  
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Introduction 
The following is the methodology used for the creation of the Arts District 
Form-Based Code. This project utilizes a literature review that details the 
history of zoning, the advent of form-based codes as an alternative to 
conventional zoning, and the history of land use in Los Angeles. Numerous 
site visits, data collection, review of documents, and interviews were used to 
develop the Regulating Plan. 
Research Question(s) 
1. What defines the Arts District as a unique place? 
2. How does industry play a role in the Arts District’s history?  
3. How has land use regulation shaped the development of the Arts 
District? 
4. What are the roles of form-based codes in land use regulation? 
Method 1 – Site Visits 
For the formation of the Form-Based Code attendance at community 
meetings, discussions, and walking tours were used to understand the Arts 
District’s unique character and architectural history and how these factors will 
determine its identity in the near future. There were two initial site visits 
followed subsequently by further field research between October 2013 and 
June 2014. 
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On October 5, 2013 the Southern California Institute of Architecture hosted 
the Los Angeles Region Planning History Group: Colloquium IX – The 
Evolution of Industrial Mixed Use in Downtown LA: Conflict of Mutual 
Accommodation. The purpose of this visit was to gain knowledge of the 
history of the Arts District and gather information on its rapidly-changing 
industrial neighborhood. A panel of speakers discussed Los Angeles’ 
industrial legacy, present and future policy challenges, and potential planning 
policies for industrial land. The speakers included Alan Bell, Deputy Director 
of Planning with the City of Los Angeles, Yuval Bar-Zemer, Principal of Linear 
City Development, Donald Spivack the former Deputy Administrator and 
Deputy Chief of Operation for the Community Redevelopment Agency of Los 
Angeles, and Pouya Abdi, Principal of Parallel Acquisitions and Holdings. 
Transcribed notes can be reviewed in the appendix.  
 
On November 10, 2013 the Los Angeles Conservancy hosted a Walking Tour 
of the Arts District entitled Arts District: History and Architecture in Downtown 
L.A. The purpose of this visit was to gain an understanding of the area’s 
historical architecture, building form, land use, culture, and pedestrian 
accessibility. Information gathered during these site visits was used as part of 
the site analysis and Regulating Plan.  
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Method 2 – Data Collection 
Data for the Regulating Plan was prepared and collected from various 
sources that include Mapshare: UCLA’s Spatial Data Repository, Los Angeles 
County GIS Data Portal, METRO: Developer Metro’s Official Blog of Transit 
Data and Technology, the United States 2010 Census, and the Los Angeles 
Department of Transportation Transit Services. Data was later synthesized 
into multiple maps, in order to analyze circulation and transit patterns, 
inventory recent development and adaptive reuse projects, and analyze the 
building fabric.  
 
A formal session on October 6th, 2013 Cal APA Conference in Visalia titled: 
Form Based Zoning Grows Up by Don Elliott, FAICP, Clarion Associates was 
attended to gather information on the role of form-based codes in land use 
regulation. Transcribed notes can be viewed in the appendix.   
Method 3 – Review of Relevant Documents 
The following plans and documents were reviewed, used to complete the site 
analysis, and used to form the Regulating Plan: City of Los Angeles General 
Plan, Central City North Community Plan, Los Angeles’ Industrial Land: 
Sustaining a Dynamic City Economy, Central Industrial Redevelopment 
Project Area: Five Year Implementation Plan, Cleantech Corridor Los Angeles 
CA: A Vision for the Evolution of an Industrial Corridor, Alameda: ILUP 
Geographically Specific Directions, Uncommon Ground: Visions for the LA 
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Arts District by Residents of the LA Arts District, Uncommon Ground III: 
Imaginings a Future for the Arts District, The Arts District: History and 
Architecture in Downtown LA by the Los Angeles Conservancy, SmartCode 
Version 9.2, San Francisco Planning Department Parklet Manual, City of Los 
Angeles Green Streets and Green Alleys Design Guidelines and Standards, 
Complete Streets Thoroughfare Assemblies SmartCode Module, and 
Bicycling SmartCode Module.  
Method 4 - Planner Interviews 
A series of interviews were conducted to gather in-depth information on 
specific problems and concerns associated with the Arts District, 
development, form-based codes, the real estate market, and industrial land 
use. Transcribed notes can be viewed in the appendix.  
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS  
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Data analyzed provided direction for the formation of the Regulating Plan. 
Arts District: History, Industry, and Land Use 
The area where the Arts District is now located was once characterized by 
acres of vineyards founded by the French immigrant Jean-Louis Vignes in the 
mid 1800s. At the end of the nineteenth century, the Southern Pacific 
Railroad, and later the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroads arrived in 
Los Angeles. By 1905, the Union Pacific Railroad was built. It solidified the 
Arts District as the industrial, transportation, and manufacturing center for Los 
Angeles. Due to the needs of the three major transcontinental railroads, the 
building stock included of rail depots, transportation buildings, warehouses, 
and rail yards. 
 
In the late 1880s the Arts District supported several residential 
neighborhoods. By 1922 the City of Los Angeles rezoned the area for 
industrial uses that sanctioned it as an industrial and manufacturing center. 
After World War II the Arts District struggled to compete with neighboring 
cities that could better accommodate the needs of modern industries. The 
Arts District’s small parcel sizes and narrow streets were not ideal for the 
emerging trucking industry and larger manufacturing plants. The infrastructure 
began to deteriorate. Many buildings were left vacant and dilapidated as 
companies moved to neighboring cities such as Vernon and the City of 
Commerce.  
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In the 1970s, artists who were priced out of the Art scene in Hollywood and 
Venice began to illegally move into the area. The vacant warehouses were 
ideal for live/work studios and were sold and leased to artists at below 
market-rates. In 1981, the City acknowledged this migration into the Arts 
District and legalized the residential use of former industrial buildings through 
the Artist-in-Residence (AIR) program. In the early 1990s, the Arts District 
became the official name of the area as a means of marketing it after the 
economic recession.  
 
By the late 1990s, the Arts District had become a culturally rich and unique 
place to live. It experienced a wave of development with the landmark 1999 
passage of the Adaptive Reuse Ordinance (ARO) that allowed the conversion 
of pre-1974 commercial and industrial buildings into residential buildings for 
non-artists. Today, the Arts District attracts artists, developers, residents, and 
a wide variety of professional firms while it continues to have a solid industrial 
base. Recently, there has been commercial and residential development, built 
from the ground up, that lacks consistency with the character and scale of the 
existing building stock.  
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Key themes discovered in data collection and the literature review are 
organized as strategies below: 
• Develop the Arts District into a cohesive community with a clear 
development pattern.  
• Ensure that the Arts District boundary is large enough to encompass 
future growth, but small enough to maintain its unique industrial and 
artistic character.  
• Maintain the District’s unique character and sense of place that it gains 
from its architecturally distinctive buildings and industrial urban 
structure. 
• Incubate high tech business development through the utilization of 
relatively small parcel size and prime location near Union Station, local 
universities (Cal Tech, UCLA, USC etc.), services, and other 
institutions. (CRLA) 
• Catalyze a Cleantech corridor by capitalizing on historic infrastructure 
and the flexible nature of building stock.  
• Focus on the creation of more open and green space in residential 
nodes that includes parklets, pocket parks, community gardens, and 
tree planting; connect those resources with the Los Angeles River 
Revitalization Master Plan.  
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• Improve circulation through enhanced pedestrian infrastructure, river 
access, the creation of thru-block pathways, dedicated bike lanes, 
public transit, and parking.  
• Enhance the arts culture of the District through more exhibition venues, 
public arts funding, historical walking tours, and a community art 
workspace.  
• Protect Industrial land uses and industrial jobs.  
• Encourage future development to be adaptive reuse, green building 
design, and focus on live/work units, affordable housing, and AIR 
housing.  
• Apply low-impact development standards that include green streets, 
stormwater management, green roofs, and renewable energy sources. 
Enhance the arts culture of the District through more exhibition venues, 
public arts funding, historical walking tours, and a community art 
workspace.  
• Protect Industrial land uses and industrial jobs.  
• Encourage future development to be adaptive reuse, green building 
design, and focus on live/work units, affordable housing, and AIR 
housing.  
• Apply low-impact development standards that include green streets, 
stormwater management, green roofs, and renewable energy sources.  
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Appendix A: Primary Researcher Notes 
Transcribed Notes: Colloquium IX – The Evolution of Industrial Mixed Use in 
Downtown LA: Conflict of Mutual Accommodation Date: Saturday, October 5, 
2013 
 
Historic Overview: 
• Johnson Tract 1871, Lagardo vineyard, Arthur Tract 1893, Arthur J 
Shafer 
• LA and San Pedro Independence 
• Railroad 1875, LA and IRR Depot Towers 
• Southern Pacific Arcade Depot 
• La Grade Depot AT and SF Railroad 
• LA Railway 7th and Central Ave 
• Industrial Tract 
• 1922 City Planning zoned out all housing in the area, created worlds 
largest office park 
• Trucks had trouble turning onto Alameda 
• Lots were middle class housing 
• Vernon and City of Commerce had better railroad access 
• Al’s Bar, American Hotel  
• 3 Distinct Retail Nodes Urth Café, Barker Block and Traction Avenue 
• River draw, creative vibrant, up and coming  
 
Alan Bell, Deputy Director of Planning, City of Los Angeles Said: 
• 1981 live work space legalized housing for artists who produced art 
• Over time wholesale conversions were taken over 
• Case by case basis for conversion of land only fact of that application  
• Covenant not enforced 
• Not as expansive as west Alameda  
• No place quite like the arts district 
• Unique synergy, reuse, historic buildings, location, art river park 
• Opportunity extraordinary value, can build social capital 
• Artist ethos, sense of place 
• Case by case live work approvals 
• Advancing next generation of community plan 
• Finding for central city north plan and recode LA  
• New zoning concepts, new planning tools, hybrid zones, performance 
zoning 
• Visionary, stakeholders, implementation of new zoning, opportunity to 
start fresh 
• Parking credits cannot be used tangled up by covenant need parking 
managed on a district basis and not lot by lot 
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Yuval Bar-Zemer, Principal, Linear City Development & Resident of the Arts 
District, Said: 
• Diametrically opposed to artist created momentum forcing city to 
legitimize it 
• Who is living, why what do they do?  
• Live/work has the ability to work from home and create more jobs in 
the area 
• Arts District is in danger it’s a victim of its own success 
• Intention is good, timing difficult ignored economic recessions 
• New development will switch character of neighborhood 
• Planner industrial land, do not permit ground up construction, game of 
time 
• Arbor Study, flexibility the unpredictable to happen, live/work and 
industry, ability to switch between industrial and residential within a 
single building/area 
• Open space is needed 
• Structural integrity, for live/work/creative space, outdates 
• Office, Cleantech 
• Infrastructure should allow for multiple uses over time 
• Requirements vs reality, what is practical 
• Realize that eh car is NOT the main system of transportation, Bike are 
 
Donald Spivack, Professor USC, former Deputy Administrator and Deputy 
Chief Operations for the Community Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles 
(CRA/LA) Said: 
• Arts from industrial district 
• Post WWII rail vertically, manufacturing became horizontal and truck 
based 
• Businesses moved to transportation corridor 
• Residential space is 1/3 cost for developers and generates the same 
rental/cost as the historical core of Los Angeles 
• Economic destination LA river as the new Green Spine a new set of 
lungs, Boyle Heights, China Town 
• Arts District only a portion of the industrial area of Los Angeles 
• Less auto dependent, flexibility, Cleantech to develop transit vehicles, 
solar panels etc.  
 
Pouya Abdi, Principal, Parallel Acquisitions and Holdings, Said:  
• Demand for business, retail 
• Store brings artist, employees, construction, positive economic activity, 
cash flows 
• Similar to Robertson tenants increased became a culture of its own 
unique character 
• Arts District characterized by 1930s brick building, special place 
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• Market will tell which businesses survive 
• Parking issues, need for additional parking 
• Maintain network 
• Change vs continuity and historic preservation 
 
Transcribed Notes: Cal APA Conference in Visalia Sunday Session: Form 
Based Zoning Grows Up Date: October 6th, 2013 
 
Don Elliott, FAICP, Clarion Associates Said: 
• Form is the most important factor in a FBC, followed by process, and 
then uses 
• 6 Questions before preparing regulating plan 
o will form controls cover whole town or just particular areas 
o if it applies to only a specific area is there a plan for that area 
o regulations for? Greenfields 
o contextual or prescriptive 
o type of buildings on location do not make current owners non 
conforming 
o how to treat existing businesses 
• Myth: traditional zoning based on use separation, false its about 
regulating land uses, mixing is allowed  
• Myth : Form based zoning ignores uses, false uses are regulated just 
more lightly, they are secondary to form 
• FBCI elements: building form standards, building type standards, 
frontage type standards, public space standards (streetscapes and 
open space), block and subdivision standards, regulating plan (mix of 
buildings) 
•  urban world transect, smartcode template approach 
• ten years ago no one knew what FBCs were now they are everywhere 
• NY 1916 Euclid (nuisances) 
• Zoning evolved from prevention, to uses district, to flexible, to 
performance zoning PUDS and later form based  
• FBCs help talk about building and not uses 
• Predictability, flexibility, post war use based, performance then PUDs 
then form based  
• FBC goals sustainability, demographic change housing affordability, 
historic preservation, emissions energy conservation, walkability public 
health, reduced VMTs 
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Appendix B: Interview Notes 
Interview: Professor Donald Spivack, former Deputy Chief Administrative 
Officer for the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles  
Interview Date: January 10, 2014 
 
Professor Spivack Said: 
 
• Brief overview of the history of the Arts District how it evolved from an 
industrial railroad district (1870s) and later after WWII the advent of 
trucks and mechanized factories shaped the building types to be no 
more than ½ stories in height with some 6/7 story buildings as well. 
The artists began moving in, in the mid 80s by an amendment to the 
zoning ordinance that allowed for people to move into converted 
buildings and live/work. Only allowed for converted units not stand 
alone residential or new construction (adaptive reuse). In 2000 
modification to the community plan to have a continuation of the 
conversions, which at the time didn’t have an adverse impact on the 
industrial uses yet. This happened at the same time as the adaptive 
reuse ordinance for commercial buildings.  
• Developers first developed 4th and Spring by Tom Gillmore, very 
successful. Developers than began to look towards multistory buildings 
just outside of the Arts District. Acquired additional buildings into 
loft/live/work buildings. This was the first penetration of residential into 
industrial areas. Pressure on business owners to start moving out 
because of complaints of nuisances. The City at the time was very 
lenient with the findings for a conversion. A building was deemed 
acceptable if it would not adversely effect its surrounding and if the site 
was not currently being used actively. No one looked at the geography 
of the boundary. Finally, they decided to not allow rampant 
development. 
• They realized that they were not creating a cohesive community, 
allowed development anywhere an individual acquired property, 
created conflict of scarce public resources, no schools, no parks, 
conflict with the general plan  
• The position was that if there was a clear and defined boundary big 
enough to encompass growth but small enough so that it was cohesive 
and also protect the area that could continue to remain an industrial 
district, this was in parallel to the river plan and the clean tech corridor 
plan  
• We knew that older industrial areas could not compete with new larger 
facilities  
• Start up business, high tech businesses that can be started on 
relatively small properties and are near to services would contribute to 
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the type of development pattern that is near the river corridor close to 
union station close to transit, close to medical institutions and local 
colleges, JPL, UCLA, USC and other institutions that are into high tech 
activity, making Arts District ideal for start up businesses and living 
environment for an entrepreneur, get in ahead of it beat out the 
discovery of silicon beach Venice beach to create a core in dtla  
• ULI did an analysis of the corridor said that it runs from China town 
down to Vernon oriented around union station, with the Artist District as 
the center of the creative area, the industrial for start ups and 
cleantech and additional manufacturing towards the southern end of 
the district, the rest can function with small production activity and easy 
distribution graphic oriented work medical device creation can be done 
with the current building stock and using the current buildings for high 
tech use 
• Set boundary for live/work that fits with the other uses, the need for an 
industrial zone 
• Telling staff to violate the general plan through the displacement of 
industries, jobs, industries pay taxes not residential  
• Building value is increased in the short run but then flat lines due to 
prop 13 
• Real estate rises at about 2% per year in values, however at the same 
time people also demand more public services fire, police, parks etc, 
not carried by the 2% growth 
• Makes sense to look at the area right now and perhaps expand the 
boundary around mateo st. urban radish on imperial, frontage of retail 
activity on 7th now on santa fe large clustering of loft buildings, 
argument over conversion, NIMBY case of fire station to bar, south of 
7th street boundary should be extended  
• North end has a regional connector TOD site, residential development 
done by general plan amendment 
• Potential for the area surrounding the pickle buildings  
• Clear boundary for the area, amount of stuff entitled is three times the 
population projection from the census 1200 to 1800 
• The amount of development underway is three times that number 
• Brand the area, issue with the cleantech, idea of creative arts v 
cleantech and what sets it apart, stock of older buildings that gives it a 
physical feel, proximity to river, proximity to dtla, similar to tech town in 
Detroit, waterfront in Boston 
• Industrial isn’t gone  
• Industry goes away they lose jobs but people stay, workers are transit 
dependent  
• Potential regulations from performance metrics: no hazards and no 
noxious uses limited use times retain job producing land  
! 50 
• Public benefit requirement could be to allow the market to work with a 
FAR of 1:2, tiered zoning min below market, density bonus, public 
open space, incentive private access, extending decks 
• Accommodate public infrastructure by site layout of circulation divert 
industrial activity to certain streets, minimum standard for entire area 
(street systems), green belt, setback requirement for commercial 
outdoor dining, storm drain problems, access power, reduce trakages, 
parks under bridges 
• Modify zoning pattern or write limited use manufacturing, rewrite CM 
and Manufacturing 
• Specific plan zones unique too complicated if not add an overlay 
• Rewrite industrial land use policy 
 
Interview: Pouya Abdi, Principal at Parallel Acquisitions & Holdings   
Interview Date: January 10, 2014 
 
Pouta Abdi Said: 
 
• In February 2012 purchased a 1 story brick manufacturing building with 
the goal to convert it to retail + restaurant space 
• Interested in similar buildings in the area 
• Improve the process of issuing permits, currently inefficient, should 
have a single plan checker responsible for project prior to submittal  
• Should have more incentives for developers, state enterprise rules, 
development agreements “Christmas bag full of incentives” 
o For example: take away the FAR requirements if developer 
willingly provides more parking, ie. More parking allows for 
higher FAR 
o CUP process 
• Restaurants, retail nuisance complaints 
• Facilitate natural market 
• Allow for developers to convert real estate, adaptive reuse to make the 
process legal 
• Opposed to more restriction 
• Allow developers to buy and convert at will  
• 7th North and Below 2nd high demand, about $100 - $300  per square 
foot? more sophisticated people  
• Walls taken down 
• Incentives in the regulation, 10k sq ft take away 1k sq ft for ground 
floor parking and allow for 14k sq ft as incentive for building parking 
• What Parallel does: 
o  Acquire properties that have culture, walk and explore clothing 
store, comfortable parking, look for who is there 
! 51 
o run the numbers to see what the current market rents are, and 
see what adjacent buildings are selling/leasing for 
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Introduction
DIBQUFS
-VYTIHZLKJVKLZHYLKLÄULKHZH[`WLVMSHUK\ZLYLN\SH[PVU[OH[MVJ\ZLZ
VU[OLJYLH[PVUVMWYLKPJ[HISLKL]LSVWTLU[WH[[LYUZHUKOPNOX\HSP[`W\ISPJ
ZWHJL-VYTIHZLKJVKLZYLX\PYLHSSKL]LSVWTLU[[VILJVOLZP]LZV[OH[
P[MVZ[LYZHWSHJLLU]PZPVULKI`[OLJVTT\UP[ `(MVYTIHZLKJVKLKLÄULZ
[OLWO`ZPJHSMVYT[OH[PKLU[PÄLZHUKLTWOHZPaLZHU\YIHUOPLYHYJO `YH[OLY
[OHUMVJ\ZPUNVU[OLZLWHYH[PVUVMSHUK\ZLZMV\UKPUJVU]LU[PVUHSaVUPUN
JVKLZ(MVYTIHZLKJVKLPZYLN\SH[VY`HUKUV[HK]PZVY `-\Y[OLYTVYL
MVYTIHZLKJVKLZOLSWPTWSLTLU[[OL]PZPVUVMHJVTT\UP[ `
What is a Form-Based Code?
Left: The American 
Hotel built in 1905 
is located along 
Traction Avenue in 
the core of the Arts 
District. 
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[9LN\SH[PUN7SHU^PSS\ZL[OL:THY[*VKLKL]LSVWLKI`
(UKYLZ+\HU`HUK,SPaHIL[O7SH[LYA`ILYR[VLZ[HISPZOHU\YIHU[VY\YHS
[YHUZLJ[IHZLKHWWYVHJO[VVYNHUPaL[OLMVYTIHZLKJVKL;OL\YIHU
[VY\YHS[YHUZLJ[KLÄULZZP_;YHUZLJ[AVULZ;aVULZ[OH[YHUNLMYVT
[OLTVZ[Y\YHSVMPU[LUZP[PLZ[V[OLTVZ[\YIHU;OLJSHZZPÄJH[PVUVMLHJO
aVUL^P[OPU[OL;YHUZLJ[OPLYHYJO`PZWYPTHYPS`KL[LYTPULKI`[OLI\PSKPUN
PU[LUZP[ `JOHYHJ[LYMVYT[`WLVMWSHJLHUKZLJVUKS `I`KP]LYZP[`VM\ZLZ
;OPZOPLYHYJO`PZ[OLMYHTL^VYRMVY[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[MVYTIHZLKJVKLHUK
YLWSHJLZ[OLL_PZ[PUNJVU]LU[PVUHSaVUPUN)LJH\ZL[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PZPU
HWYPTHYPS`\YIHUPUK\Z[YPHSULPNOIVYOVVK[OL[YHKP[PVUHS;YHUZLJ[AVULZ
TH`UV[HWWS`[VZVTLHYLHZ;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[-VYT)HZLK*VKL^PSS\ZL
Transect Based Approach
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]HYPH[PVUZVM[OL;AVULHUK:+AVUL;OLMVSSV^PUNPZHZ\TTHY`VM
;YHUZLJ[AVULZMV\UKPU[OL:THY[*VKL!
࠮;5H[\YHSAVULJVUZPZ[ZVMSHUKZHWWYV_PTH[PUNVYYL]LY[PUN[VH
^PSKLYULZZJVUKP[PVUPUJS\KPUNSHUKZ\UZ\P[HISLMVYZL[[SLTLU[K\L[V
[VWVNYHWO `O`KYVSVN `VY]LNL[H[PVU
࠮;9\YHSAVULJVUZPZ[ZVMZWHYZLS`ZL[[SLKSHUKZPUVWLUVYJ\S[P]H[LK
Z[H[L;OLZLPUJS\KL^VVKSHUKHNYPJ\S[\YHSSHUKNYHZZSHUKHUKPYYPNHISL
desert. 
࠮;:\I<YIHUAVULJVUZPZ[ZVMSV^KLUZP[`YLZPKLU[PHSHYLHZHKQHJLU[
[VOPNOLYaVULZ[OH[OH]LZVTLTP_LK\ZL/VTLVJJ\WH[PVUZHUK
V\[I\PSKPUNZHYLHSSV^LK7SHU[PUNPZUH[\YHSPZ[PJHUKZL[IHJRZHYL
YLSH[P]LS`KLLW)SVJRZTH`ILSHYNLHUK[OLYVHKZTH`ILPYYLN\SHY[V
accommodate natural conditions. 
࠮;.LULYHS<YIHUAVULJVUZPZ[ZVMHTP_LK\ZLI\[WYPTHYPS`YLZPKLU[PHS
\YIHUMHIYPJ0[TH`OH]LH^PKLYHUNLVMI\PSKPUN[`WLZ!ZPUNSL
ZPKL`HYKHUKYV^OV\ZLZ:L[IHJRZHUKSHUKZJHWPUNHYL]HYPHISL
:[YLL[Z^P[OJ\YIZHUKZPKL^HSRZKLÄULTLKP\TZPaLKISVJRZ
࠮;<YIHU*LU[LYAVULJVUZPZ[ZVMOPNOLYKLUZP[`TP_LK\ZLI\PSKPUN
[OH[HJJVTTVKH[LYL[HPSVɉJLZYV^OV\ZLZHUKHWHY[TLU[Z0[OHZH
[PNO[UL[^VYRVMZ[YLL[Z^P[O^PKLZPKL^HSRZZ[LHK`Z[YLL[[YLLWSHU[PUN
HUKI\PSKPUNZZL[JSVZL[V[OLZPKL^HSRZ
࠮;<YIHU*VYLAVULJVUZPZ[ZVM[OLOPNOLZ[KLUZP[`HUKOLPNO[^P[O
[OLNYLH[LZ[]HYPL[`VM\ZLZHUKJP]PJI\PSKPUNZVMYLNPVUHSPTWVY[HUJL
0[TH`OH]LSHYNLYISVJRZ:[YLL[ZOH]LZ[LHK`Z[YLL[[YLLWSHU[PUNHUK
I\PSKPUNZHYLZL[JSVZL[V[OL^PKLZPKL^HSRZ;` WPJHSS`VUS`SHYNL[V^UZ
HUKJP[PLZOH]LHU<YIHU*VYLAVUL
࠮*P]PJAVULJVUZPZ[ZVM*P]PJ)\PSKPUNZHUKVY*P]PJ:WHJLZHWWYVWYPH[L
[V[OLPY;YHUZLJ[AVULZ
࠮:WLJPHS+PZ[YPJ[ZJVUZPZ[VMHYLHZ^P[OI\PSKPUNZKPZ[PUN\PZOLKI`
-\UJ[PVU+PZWVZP[PVUVY*VUÄN\YH[PVUHUKZOV\SKUV[JVUMVYT[VVUL
VYTVYLVM[OLZP_UVYTH[P]L;YHUZLJ[AVULZ
source: smartcode
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Purpose and Intent
Vision for the Arts District
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[-VYT)HZLK*VKLWYLZLU[ZHYLN\SH[VY`MYHTL^VYR
MVY[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[»ZPUK\Z[YPHSSP]L^VYRJVTT\UP[`[OH[JVTWYPZLZVM
HWWYV_PTH[LS`ZL]LUISVJRZ[OH[HYLHKQHJLU[[V[OL-HZOPVU+PZ[YPJ[HUK
3P[[SL;VR`V;OL-VYT)HZLK*VKLPZHUHS[LYUH[P]L[VJ\YYLU[aVUPUN
YLN\SH[PVUMVY[OLL_PZ[PUNWH[[LYUVM\YIHUKLZPNU;OLNVHSVM[OL-VYT
)HZLK*VKLPZ[VLUJV\YHNLHOLHS[O`HUKHJ[P]LJVTT\UP[`JLU[LYLKVUH
OPNOLYX\HSP[`VMSPML;OL-VYT)HZLK*VKLHSZVZLLRZ[VLZ[HISPZOWSHJL
ZWLJPÄJKLZPNU[VYLWYLZLU[[OL\UPX\LPUK\Z[YPHSTP_LK\ZLHUKHY[PZ[PJ
JOHYHJ[LYVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[
;OL9LN\SH[PUN7SHUVM[OL-VYT)HZLK*VKLHPTZ[VPTWSLTLU[H]PZPVU
MVY[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[ZL[MVY[OI`[OL*LU[YHS*P[`5VY[O*VTT\UP[`7SHU
[OH[LUJV\YHNLZ¸[OLJVU[PU\LKHUKL_WHUKLKKL]LSVWTLU[VMH[OYP]PUN
HY[PZ[ZPUYLZPKLUJLJVTT\UP[ `¹0UVYKLY[VHJOPL]L[OL*P[`»Z.LULYHS
7SHUVIQLJ[P]LZ[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[-VYT)HZLK*VKLZL[ZV\[[VLUZ\YL
¸Z\Z[HPUHISLYLZPKLU[PHSJVTTLYJPHSHUKPUK\Z[YPHSKL]LSVWTLU[^OPSL
THPU[HPUPUN[OL\UPX\LJOHYHJ[LYVMPUKP]PK\HSJVTT\UP[PLZ¹HUK[VJYLH[L
¸OLHS[OPLYTVYLSP]HISLULPNOIVYOVVKZHUKLJVUVTPJHSS`]PHISLI\ZPULZZ
KPZ[YPJ[Z¹0UHKKP[PVU[OL9LN\SH[PUN7SHUMHJPSP[H[LZ¸PTWYV]LKKLZPNUVM
UL^HUKYLUV]H[LKZ[Y\J[\YLZHUKW\ISPJZWHJLZ¹
Left: The Arts 
District’s proximity 
to Downtown Los 
Angeles. 
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;VM\Y[OLYLZ[HISPZO[OL(Y[+PZ[YPJ[HZH\UPX\LJVTT\UP[ `[OL9LN\SH[PUN
7SHU\[PSPaLZWYL]PV\Z]PZPVUPUNWYVJLZZLZPU[OL<UJVTTVU.YV\UK
^VYRZOVWZLYPLZHUKVYNHUPaLKI`;OL3VZ(UNLSLZ9P]LY(Y[PZ[Z
HUK)\ZPULZZ(ZZVJPH[PVUHUK[OL/PZ[VYPJ*\S[\YHS5LPNOIVYOVVK*V\UJPS
HUKOVZ[LKI`:*0(YJ
Above: The Arts District’s industrial mixed use. 
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Regional Context
;OLWYVQLJ[HYLHPZSVJH[LKPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HULPNOIVYOVVKVU[OL
LHZ[LYUZPKLVMKV^U[V^U3VZ(UNLSLZ*HSPMVYUPH;OL*LU[YHS*P[`5VY[O
*VTT\UP[`7SHUKLÄULZ[OL+PZ[YPJ[HZIV\UKLKI`¸-PYZ[:[YLL[[OL3VZ
(UNLSLZ9P]LY:P_[O:[YLL[HUK(SHTLKH:[YLL[¹-VY[OLW\YWVZLVM[OPZ
WSHU[OLWYVQLJ[HYLH^PSSHSZVPUJS\KL[OL.LULYHS7SHU(TLUKTLU[
^OPJOL_WHUKLK[OLIV\UKHY`[VPUJS\KL[OLHYLHIL[^LLU:P_[OHUK=PVSL[
:[YLL[[V[OLZV\[O4PSSHUK>PSZVU:[YLL[Z[V[OL^LZ[HUK[OL3VZ(UNLSLZ
9P]LY[V[OLLHZ[;OLWYVQLJ[HYLHJVTWYPZLZHWWYV_PTH[LS`HJYLZ[OH[
ZWHUHSVUN[OLUVY[OLYUWVY[PVUVM[OL(SHTLKHPUK\Z[YPHSJVYYPKVY
3
Arts District
Downtown Boyle Heights
US-101
I-110
I-10
I-710
I-5
Hollywood
Vernon
LA River
Above: Regional 
map of the Arts 
District in relation 
to adjacent 
communities. 
Figure 1.  Regional Map of Los Angeles
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Summary of Form-Based Code Process
(SP[LYH[\YLYL]PL^[OH[KL[HPSZ[OLOPZ[VY`VMaVUPUN[OLHK]LU[VMMVYT
IHZLKJVKLZHZHUHS[LYUH[P]L[VJVU]LU[PVUHSaVUPUNHUK[OLOPZ[VY`VMSHUK
\ZLPU3VZ(UNLSLZ^HZJVUK\J[LKMVY[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[-VYT)HZLK*VKL
5\TLYV\ZZP[L]PZP[ZKH[HJVSSLJ[PVUYL]PL^VMKVJ\TLU[ZHUKPU[LY]PL^Z
^LYL\ZLK[VKL]LSVW[OL9LN\SH[PUN7SHU
Plans and Documents Reviewed
;OLMVSSV^PUNWSHUZHUKKVJ\TLU[Z^LYLYL]PL^LK\ZLK[VJVTWSL[L[OL
ZP[LHUHS`ZPZHUK\ZLK[VMVYT[OL9LN\SH[PUN7SHU!*P[`VM3VZ(UNLSLZ
.LULYHS7SHU*LU[YHS*P[`5VY[O*VTT\UP[`7SHU3VZ(UNLSLZ»0UK\Z[YPHS
3HUK!:\Z[HPUPUNH+`UHTPJ*P[`,JVUVT `*LU[YHS0UK\Z[YPHS9LKL]LSVWTLU[
7YVQLJ[(YLH!-P]L@LHY0TWSLTLU[H[PVU7SHU*SLHU[LJO*VYYPKVY3VZ
(UNLSLZ*(!(=PZPVUMVY[OL,]VS\[PVUVMHU0UK\Z[YPHS*VYYPKVY(SHTLKH!
03<7.LVNYHWOPJHSS`:WLJPÄJ+PYLJ[PVUZ<UJVTTVU.YV\UK!=PZPVUZMVY
[OL3((Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[I`9LZPKLU[ZVM[OL3((Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[<UJVTTVU.YV\UK
000!0THNPUPUNZH-\[\YLMVY[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[!/PZ[VY`HUK
(YJOP[LJ[\YLPU+V^U[V^U3(I`[OL3VZ(UNLSLZ*VUZLY]HUJ `:THY[*VKL
=LYZPVU :HU-YHUJPZJV7SHUUPUN+LWHY[TLU[7HYRSL[4HU\HS*P[`VM3VZ
Angeles Green Streets and Green Alleys Design Guidelines and Standards, 
*VTWSL[L:[YLL[Z;OVYV\NOMHYL(ZZLTISPLZ:THY[*VKL4VK\SLHUK
)PJ`JSPUN:THY[*VKL4VK\SL
Right: Colloquium 
IX – The Evolution 
of Industrial and 
Mixed Use in 
Downtown LA: 
*VUÅPJ[VM4\[\HS
Accommodation 
Arts District walking 
tour.  
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Left: Colloquium 
IX – The Evolution 
of Industrial and 
Mixed Use in 
Downtown LA: 
*VUÅPJ[VM4\[\HS
Accommodation 
Speakers. Podium: 
Ken Bernstein. 
Panelists (left to 
right): Donald 
Spivack, Yuval Bar-
Zemer, Alan Bell, 
and Pouya Abdi.  
6U6J[VILY[OL:V\[OLYU*HSPMVYUPH0UZ[P[\[LVM(YJOP[LJ[\YLOVZ[LK
[OL3VZ(UNLSLZ9LNPVU7SHUUPUN/PZ[VY`.YV\W!*VSSVX\P\T0?¶;OL
,]VS\[PVUVM0UK\Z[YPHS4P_LK<ZLPU+V^U[V^U3(!*VUÅPJ[VM4\[\HS
(JJVTTVKH[PVU;OLW\YWVZLVM[OPZ]PZP[^HZ[VNHPURUV^SLKNLVM[OL
OPZ[VY`VM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HUKNH[OLYPUMVYTH[PVUVUP[ZYHWPKS`JOHUNPUN
PUK\Z[YPHSULPNOIVYOVVK(WHULSVMZWLHRLYZKPZJ\ZZLK3VZ(UNLSLZ»
PUK\Z[YPHSSLNHJ `WYLZLU[HUKM\[\YLWVSPJ`JOHSSLUNLZHUKWV[LU[PHSWSHUUPUN
WVSPJPLZMVYPUK\Z[YPHSSHUK;OLZWLHRLYZPUJS\KLK(SHU)LSS+LW\[`+PYLJ[VY
VM7SHUUPUN^P[O[OL*P[`VM3VZ(UNLSLZ@\]HS)HYALTLY7YPUJPWHSVM3PULHY
*P[`+L]LSVWTLU[+VUHSK:WP]HJR[OLMVYTLY+LW\[`(KTPUPZ[YH[VYHUK
+LW\[`*OPLMVM6WLYH[PVUMVY[OL*VTT\UP[`9LKL]LSVWTLU[(NLUJ`VM3VZ
(UNLSLZHUK7V\`H(IKP7YPUJPWHSVM7HYHSSLS(JX\PZP[PVUZHUK/VSKPUNZ
6U5V]LTILY[OL3VZ(UNLSLZ*VUZLY]HUJ`OVZ[LKH>HSRPUN
;V\YVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[LU[P[SLK(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[!/PZ[VY`HUK(YJOP[LJ[\YLPU
+V^U[V^U3(;OLW\YWVZLVM[OPZ]PZP[^HZ[VNHPUHU\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM[OL
HYLH»ZOPZ[VYPJHSHYJOP[LJ[\YLI\PSKPUNMVYTSHUK\ZLJ\S[\YLHUKWLKLZ[YPHU
HJJLZZPIPSP[ `0UMVYTH[PVUNH[OLYLKK\YPUN[OLZLZP[L]PZP[Z^HZ\ZLKHZWHY[
VM[OLZP[LHUHS`ZPZHUK9LN\SH[PUN7SHU
4\S[PWSL]PZP[ZIL[^LLU6J[VILYHUK1\UL^LYL\ZLK[VNH[OLY
additional information. 
Site Visits
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Data Collection
+H[HMVY[OL9LN\SH[PUN7SHU^HZWYLWHYLKHUKJVSSLJ[LKMYVT]HYPV\Z
ZV\YJLZ[OH[PUJS\KL4HWZOHYL!<*3(»Z:WH[PHS+H[H9LWVZP[VY `3VZ
(UNLSLZ*V\U[`.0:+H[H7VY[HS4,;96!+L]LSVWLY4L[YV»Z6ɉJPHS)SVN
VM;YHUZP[+H[HHUK;LJOUVSVN `[OL<UP[LK:[H[LZ*LUZ\ZHUK[OL
3VZ(UNLSLZ+LWHY[TLU[VM;YHUZWVY[H[PVU;YHUZP[:LY]PJLZ+H[H^HZSH[LY
Z`U[OLZPaLKPU[VT\S[PWSLTHWZPUVYKLY[VHUHS`aLJPYJ\SH[PVUHUK[YHUZP[
WH[[LYUZPU]LU[VY`YLJLU[KL]LSVWTLU[HUKHKHW[P]LYL\ZLWYVQLJ[ZHUK
HUHS`aL[OLI\PSKPUNMHIYPJ
Interviews
(ZLYPLZVMPU[LY]PL^Z^LYLJVUK\J[LK[VNH[OLYPUKLW[OPUMVYTH[PVU
VUZWLJPÄJWYVISLTZHUKJVUJLYUZHZZVJPH[LK^P[O[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[
development, form-based codes and industrial land use.  
Above: New development is out of scale with existing buildings. One Santa Fe Transit 
Oriented Development looms over the existing SCI-Arc campus. 
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;OLKH[H[OH[^HZHUHS`aLKWYV]PKLKKPYLJ[PVUMVY[OLMVYTH[PVUVM[OL
9LN\SH[PUN7SHU;OLYL^LYLZL]LYHSJVTTVU[OLTLZPU[OLWYVJLZZHYL
ZOV^UHZMVSSV^Z!
+L]LSVW[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PU[VHJVOLZP]LJVTT\UP[`^P[OHJSLHY
development pattern. 
,UZ\YL[OH[[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[IV\UKHY`PZSHYNLLUV\NO[VLUJVTWHZZM\[\YL
NYV^[OI\[ZTHSSLUV\NO[VTHPU[HPUP[Z\UPX\LPUK\Z[YPHSHUKHY[PZ[PJ
JOHYHJ[LY
4HPU[HPU[OL+PZ[YPJ[»Z\UPX\LJOHYHJ[LYHUKZLUZLVMWSHJL[OH[P[NHPUZMYVT
P[ZHYJOP[LJ[\YHSS`KPZ[PUJ[P]LI\PSKPUNZHUKPUK\Z[YPHS\YIHUZ[Y\J[\YL
0UJ\IH[LOPNO[LJOI\ZPULZZKL]LSVWTLU[[OYV\NO[OL\[PSPaH[PVUVMYLSH[P]LS`
ZTHSSWHYJLSZPaLHUKWYPTLSVJH[PVUULHY<UPVU:[H[PVUSVJHS\UP]LYZP[PLZ
*HS;LJO<*3(<:*L[JZLY]PJLZHUKV[OLYPUZ[P[\[PVUZ
*H[HS`aLH*SLHU[LJOJVYYPKVYI`JHWP[HSPaPUNVUOPZ[VYPJPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLHUK
[OLÅL_PISLUH[\YLVMI\PSKPUNZ[VJR
-VJ\ZVU[OLJYLH[PVUVMTVYLVWLUHUKNYLLUZWHJLPUYLZPKLU[PHSUVKLZ
[OH[PUJS\KLZWHYRSL[ZWVJRL[WHYRZJVTT\UP[`NHYKLUZHUK[YLLWSHU[PUN"
JVUULJ[[OVZLYLZV\YJLZ^P[O[OL3VZ(UNLSLZ9P]LY9L]P[HSPaH[PVU4HZ[LY
Plan. 
0TWYV]LJPYJ\SH[PVU[OYV\NOLUOHUJLKWLKLZ[YPHUPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLYP]LYHJJLZZ
[OLJYLH[PVUVM[OY\ISVJRWH[O^H`ZKLKPJH[LKIPRLSHULZW\ISPJ[YHUZP[HUK
parking. 
,UOHUJL[OLHY[ZJ\S[\YLVM[OL+PZ[YPJ[[OYV\NOTVYLL_OPIP[PVU]LU\LZ
W\ISPJHY[ZM\UKPUNOPZ[VYPJHS^HSRPUN[V\YZHUKHJVTT\UP[`HY[^VYRZWHJL
7YV[LJ[0UK\Z[YPHSSHUK\ZLZHUKPUK\Z[YPHSQVIZ
Encourage future development to be adaptive reuse, green building design, 
HUKMVJ\ZVUSP]L^VYR\UP[ZHɈVYKHISLOV\ZPUNHUK(09OV\ZPUN
(WWS`SV^PTWHJ[KL]LSVWTLU[Z[HUKHYKZ[OH[PUJS\KLNYLLUZ[YLL[ZZ[VYT
^H[LYTHUHNLTLU[NYLLUYVVMZHUKYLUL^HISLLULYN`ZV\YJLZ
Key Strategies to Guide the Form-based Code:  
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Site Analysis and Background 
Summary
DIBQUFS
;OPZJOHW[LYKL[HPSZ[OLHWWYVHJO[OH[^HZ\ZLK[VJVUK\J[[OLZP[LHUHS`ZPZ
MVY[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PUWYLWHYH[PVUMVY[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VM[OL-VYT)HZLK
*VKL0[Z\TTHYPaLZ[OLHYLH»Z\UPX\LOPZ[VY`HUKPZMVSSV^LKI`H[OVYV\NO
PU]LZ[PNH[PVUVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[»ZWYPTHY`JOHSSLUNLZHUKVWWVY[\UP[PLZ;OL
JOHW[LYHSZVKPZJ\ZZLZ[OLL]HS\H[PVUVMI\PSKPUNMHIYPJTHZZPUNaVUPUN
HUKSHUK\ZLZL_PZ[PUNKL]LSVWTLU[HUKJPYJ\SH[PVU
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PZYLNPVUHSS`ZPNUPÄJHU[HZHOPZ[VYPJHSHUKJ\S[\YHSJLU[LY
^P[OPU3VZ(UNLSLZHUKPZJH[LNVYPaLKWYPTHYPS`I`PUK\Z[YPHSSHUK\ZLZ
:PUJL[OLSH[LZ[OLHYLHOHZKL]LSVWLKWVJRL[ZVMKP]LYZLSHUK\ZLZ
[OH[JVU[YPI\[L[V[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[»Z\UPX\LPKLU[P[ `;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[OHZ
[YHUZMVYTLKPU[VH]PIYHU[TP_LK\ZLULPNOIVYOVVKK\L[VP[ZWYV_PTP[`
[V+V^U[V^UJVU[PU\PUNKL]LSVWTLU[VM3VZ(UNLSLZ»[YHUZWVY[H[PVU
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLHUK[OLKLTHUKMVYOV\ZPUNPU[OLHYLH/V^L]LYPUK\Z[YPHS
JVU]LYZPVUZHUKNYV\UK\WJVUZ[Y\J[PVUJVU[PU\LZ[VJOHUNL[OL\YIHU
MHIYPJVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HUK[OYLH[LUHKQHJLU[PUK\Z[YPHSJVTT\UP[PLZ
  
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[Z\WWVY[ZHIYVHKTP_VMSHUK\ZLZ[OH[PUJS\KLPUK\Z[YPHS
YLZPKLU[PHSJVTTLYJPHSVɉJLHUKYLZLHYJOPUZ[P[\[PVUZ;OLHYLHHSZV
IVHZ[ZVULVM[OLTVZ[L_[LUZP]LUL[^VYRZVMZ[YLL[HY[^P[OPU[OLJP[ `
;OLZLX\HSP[PLZL_LTWSPM`[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[»ZLZ[HISPZOLKZLUZLVMWSHJLHUK
Z\P[HIPSP[`MVYHMVYTIHZLKJVKL[OH[^PSSYLKLÄUL[OLL_PZ[PUNSHUK\ZL
YLN\SH[PVUZ[VIL[[LYYLÅLJ[[OLJVSSLJ[P]L]PZPVUMVYKL]LSVWTLU[^P[OPU[OL
Arts District. 
Introduction
Left: Ariel view of 
Arts District in 1924.
Barker Bros factory 
and warehouses 
sit at the corner of 
Palmetto and S. 
Hewitt Street. Today 
the warehouses 
have been converted 
into 242 residences 
for the Barker Block 
development. The 
site across the street 
on the corner of 
Hewitt and Fifth is 
the future home of 
the LA Cleantech 
Incubator and La 
Kretz Innovation 
Campus. 
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;OLHYLH^OLYL[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PZUV^SVJH[LK^HZVUJLJOHYHJ[LYPaLKI`
HJYLZVM]PUL`HYKZMV\UKLKI`[OL-YLUJOPTTPNYHU[1LHU3V\PZ=PNULZPU
[OLTPKZ([[OLLUKVM[OLUPUL[LLU[OJLU[\Y `[OL:V\[OLYU7HJPÄJ
9HPSYVHKHUKSH[LY[OL([JOPZVU;VWLRHHUK:HU[H-L9HPSYVHKZHYYP]LK
PU3VZ(UNLSLZ)` [OL<UPVU7HJPÄJ9HPSYVHK^HZI\PS[0[ZVSPKPÄLK
[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HZ[OLPUK\Z[YPHS[YHUZWVY[H[PVUHUKTHU\MHJ[\YPUNJLU[LY
MVY3VZ(UNLSLZ+\L[V[OLULLKZVM[OL[OYLLTHQVY[YHUZJVU[PULU[HS
YHPSYVHKZ[OLI\PSKPUNZ[VJRPUJS\KLKVMYHPSKLWV[Z[YHUZWVY[H[PVUI\PSKPUNZ
^HYLOV\ZLZHUKYHPS`HYKZ
0U[OLSH[LZ[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[Z\WWVY[LKZL]LYHSYLZPKLU[PHS
ULPNOIVYOVVKZ)` [OL*P[`VM3VZ(UNLSLZYLaVULK[OLHYLHMVY
PUK\Z[YPHS\ZLZ[OH[ZHUJ[PVULKP[HZHUPUK\Z[YPHSHUKTHU\MHJ[\YPUNJLU[LY
(M[LY>VYSK>HY00[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[Z[Y\NNSLK[VJVTWL[L^P[OULPNOIVYPUN
JP[PLZ[OH[JV\SKIL[[LYHJJVTTVKH[L[OLULLKZVMTVKLYUPUK\Z[YPLZ
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[»ZZTHSSWHYJLSZPaLZHUKUHYYV^Z[YLL[Z^LYLUV[PKLHS
MVY[OLLTLYNPUN[Y\JRPUNPUK\Z[Y`HUKSHYNLYTHU\MHJ[\YPUNWSHU[Z;OL
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLILNHU[VKL[LYPVYH[L4HU`I\PSKPUNZ^LYLSLM[]HJHU[HUK
KPSHWPKH[LKHZJVTWHUPLZTV]LK[VULPNOIVYPUNJP[PLZZ\JOHZ=LYUVUHUK
[OL*P[`VM*VTTLYJL
0U[OL ZHY[PZ[Z^OV^LYLWYPJLKV\[VM[OL(Y[ZJLULPU/VSS`^VVK
HUK=LUPJLILNHU[VPSSLNHSS`TV]LPU[V[OLHYLH;OL]HJHU[^HYLOV\ZLZ
^LYLPKLHSMVYSP]L^VYRZ[\KPVZHUK^LYLZVSKHUKSLHZLK[VHY[PZ[ZH[
ILSV^THYRL[YH[LZ0U [OL*P[`HJRUV^SLKNLK[OPZTPNYH[PVUPU[V[OL
(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HUKSLNHSPaLK[OLYLZPKLU[PHS\ZLVMMVYTLYPUK\Z[YPHSI\PSKPUNZ
[OYV\NO[OL(Y[PZ[PU9LZPKLUJL(09WYVNYHT0U[OLLHYS`  Z[OL(Y[Z
+PZ[YPJ[ILJHTL[OLVɉJPHSUHTLVM[OLHYLHHZHTLHUZVMTHYRL[PUNP[HM[LY
[OLLJVUVTPJYLJLZZPVU
Historical Context 
source: los angeles public library photo collection
Bottom Left: 
French immigrant 
Jean-Louis Vignes’ 
orchard and 
vineyards taken in 
1885. Vignes Street 
which runs through 
the northern portion 
of the Arts District 
was named after 
him. Bottom Right: 
Santa Fe La Grande 
railroad station built 
in 1893. The station 
was damaged by 
the 1933 Long 
Beach earthquake 
and was later 
replaced by Union 
Station in 1939.  
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)`[OLSH[L  Z[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[OHKILJVTLHJ\S[\YHSS`YPJOHUK\UPX\L
WSHJL[VSP]L0[L_WLYPLUJLKH^H]LVMKL]LSVWTLU[^P[O[OLSHUKTHYR
   WHZZHNLVM[OL(KHW[P]L9L\ZL6YKPUHUJL(96[OH[HSSV^LK[OL
JVU]LYZPVUVMWYL JVTTLYJPHSHUKPUK\Z[YPHSI\PSKPUNZPU[VYLZPKLU[PHS
I\PSKPUNZMVYUVUHY[PZ[Z;VKH `[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[H[[YHJ[ZHY[PZ[ZKL]LSVWLYZ
YLZPKLU[ZHUKH^PKL]HYPL[`VMWYVMLZZPVUHSÄYTZ^OPSLP[JVU[PU\LZ[VOH]L
HZVSPKPUK\Z[YPHSIHZL9LJLU[S `[OLYLOHZILLUJVTTLYJPHSHUKYLZPKLU[PHS
KL]LSVWTLU[I\PS[MYVT[OLNYV\UK\W[OH[SHJRZJVUZPZ[LUJ`^P[O[OL
JOHYHJ[LYHUKZJHSLVM[OLL_PZ[PUNI\PSKPUNZ[VJR
;OLPUJYLHZLPUUVUPUK\Z[YPHS\ZLZPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[YLZ\S[ZPUSVZ[
VWWVY[\UP[`MVYPUK\Z[YPHSSHUK\ZLYZ9LZPKLU[PHSWYVQLJ[HWWYV]HSZLUJV\YHNL
SHUKV^ULYZHUKYLZPKLU[PHSKL]LSVWLYZ[VW\YJOHZLSHUK^P[O[OLL_WLJ[H[PVU
[OH[NV]LYUTLU[VɉJPHSZ^PSSHWWYV]LVMaVULJOHUNLZZV[OH[UVUPUK\Z[YPHS
\ZLZTH`ILHSSV^LKVU[OLPYWYVWLY[`PU[OLM\[\YL(ZHYLZ\S[[OLSVZZVM
PUK\Z[YPHSSHUKPUJYLHZLZSHUK]HS\LZHUKSLHZLJVZ[Z^OPJOM\Y[OLYKPZWSHJL
PUK\Z[YPHS\ZLYZ*VUÅPJ[ZIL[^LLUPUK\Z[YPHSHUKYLZPKLU[PHS\ZLZJHUHSZV
HYPZLK\L[VU\PZHUJLZZ\JOHZPUK\Z[YPHS[Y\JR[YHɉJK\Z[VWLYH[PVUHS
UVPZLWV[LU[PHSVKVYZHUKI\ZPULZZOV\YZMVYPUK\Z[YPHS\ZLZ;OL-VYT
)HZLK*VKL»ZPU[LU[[VWYVTV[LJSLHYJVUZPZ[LU[HUKWYLKPJ[HISLWH[[LYUZ
VMKL]LSVWTLU[^PSSYLK\JLJVUÅPJ[Z^OPSLTHPU[HPUPUN[OL\UPX\LPUK\Z[YPHS
JOHYHJ[LYVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[ULPNOIVYOVVK
source: los angeles public library photo collection
Left: Original 
location of the 
Westinghouse 
Electric Supply 
Company Art Deco 
warehouse built in 
1929. The industrial 
warehouse will 
be demolished in 
preparation for the 
East Village ground 
up development.  
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Arts District Aerial Snapshot 2001 - 2006
2001 2006
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Above: Development snapshot of the Arts District from 2001 to 2006. Three sites in 
the upper left of the Arts District are cleared in preparation for ground up residential 
development.   
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Arts District Aerial Snapshot 2008 - 2011
2008 2011
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Above: Development snapshot of the Arts District from 2008 to 2011. By 2008 construction 
of the three sites in the previous two snapshots, Alexan Savoy, Mura Condominiums, and 
Artisan on Second have been completed adding 611 residential units to the Arts District. The 
area continues to experience a wave of residential and commercial development through 
ground up and reuse projects. 
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Figure Ground and Building Fabric
;OLI\PSKPUNZPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[WYPTHYPS`PUJS\KLVMPUK\Z[YPHS^HYLOV\ZLZ
[OH[HYLI\PS[[V[OLWYVWLY[`SPUL;OLZLI\PSKPUNZ[HRL\WHZPNUPÄJHU[
WVY[PVUVMLHJOISVJR[OH[VM[LUL_[LUKZMYVTVULZPKL[V[OLV[OLY;OLHYLH
JVTWYPZLZVMSHYNLISVJRZ[OH[HYLPU[LYZWLYZLK^P[OUHYYV^Z[YLL[Z;OL(Y[Z
+PZ[YPJ[PZI\PS[V\[H[HWWYV_PTH[LS`;OL\UI\PS[ZWHJLPZJVUJLU[YH[LK
PU[OLUVY[OLHZ[LYUHYLHVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HUKPZJVTWVZLKVM[OLYHPS`HYK
and large surface parking lots. 
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PZTHPUS`aVULKMVYOLH]`PUK\Z[YPHSHS[OV\NOTVZ[SHUK
\ZLZHYLSPNO[PUK\Z[YPHSHUKMHIYPJH[PVU;OLHYLHUVY[OVM;OPYK:[YLL[PZ
[OLVUS`WVY[PVU[OH[PZUV[aVULKOLH]`PUK\Z[YPHSHUKPZPUZ[LHKaVULKHZ
JVTTLYJPHSHUKJVTTLYJPHSTHU\MHJ[\YPUN)LJH\ZL[OLHYLHOHZILLU
WYPTHYPS`PUK\Z[YPHS[OYV\NOV\[P[ZOPZ[VY`SHUK^HZUL]LYHSSVJH[LKMVY
ULPNOIVYOVVKVWLUVYNYLLUZWHJL;OLHYLHIVHZ[ZHZPUNSLWHYRMVYKVNZ
:HZSV^+VN7HYR
Zoning, Land Use and Open Space
Figure 2.  Figure Ground and Building Fabric
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Arts District Form-Based Code
Top: The Arts 
District’s existing 
zoning. 
Middle: Massing 
overlay on top of 
zoning. Historical 
buildings (blue) 
and existing 
development 
(yellow). 
Bottom: Proposed 
development will 
add an additional 
1410 residential 
units with the One 
Santa Fe (438), 950 
Third (472), Amp 
Lofts (180), and 
East Village (320). 
Industrial
Commercial
Zoning
(JVSSLJ[PVUVMYLZPKLU[PHSWVJRL[ZOHZHSZVKL]LSVWLK[OYV\NOV\[[OL(Y[Z
+PZ[YPJ[ZPUJLHY[PZ[ZÄYZ[ILNHU[VTPNYH[LPU[OL Z5L^YLZPKLU[PHS
KL]LSVWTLU[PU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PZJVUJLU[YH[LKPUIL[^LLU-PYZ[HUK-V\Y[O
:[YLL[,HZ[=PSSHNL6UL:HU[H-LHUK ;OPYK^PSSIYPUNHWWYV_PTH[LS`
UL^YLZPKLU[PHS\UP[Z[V[OLHYLH9LZPKLU[PHSJVU]LYZPVUZHYL
JVUJLU[YH[LKHYV\UK4H[LV:[YLL[HUKPUJS\KL[OL)HYRLY)SVJR;V`
-HJ[VY `)PZJ\P[*VTWHU `4H[LV:[YLL[4VSPUV:[YLL[HUK0UK\Z[YPHS3VM[Z
)\PSKPUNZI\PS[WYPVY[V VY)\PSKPUNZ[OH[OH]LILLUKLZPNUH[LK3VZ
(UNLSLZ/PZ[VYPJ*\S[\YHS4VU\TLU[ZHYLJSHZZPÄLKHZOPZ[VYPJHSS`ZPNUPÄJHU[
HUKJHUILZLLUPUJVUQ\UJ[PVU^P[OHKL]LSVWTLU[WYVÄSLPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[
0SS\Z[YH[P]L4HW
Figure 3.  Building Massing and Zoning 
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Development Profile
Residential 
(New Construction)
Address Units Completed
Alexan Savoy 100 S Alameda 303 2006
Artisan on 2nd 601 E 2nd St 118 2008
Mura Condominiums 629 Traction Ave 190 2007
Adaptive Reuse/ Residential Conversion
Beacon Lofts 825 E 4th St 53 Live/Work 2012
811 Traction Lofts 811 Traction Ave 10  AIR* 1990
Newberry Lofts 900 E 1st St 45 NA
Gallery Lofts 130 S Hewitt St 33 2009
Toy Factory Lofts 1855 Industrial St 119 Live/Work 2004
929 E 2nd St 929 E 2nd St 14 AIR 1990
810 E 3rd St 810 E 3rd St 10 AIR 1990
American Hotel 303 S Hewitt St 39 AIR 1990
Biscuit Company Lofts 1850 Industrial Street 109 Live/Work 2007
Federal Industrial Lofts 2117, 2135 E 7th Pl 67 2002
Barker Block 510-530 Hewitt St 297 2007
Industrial Lofts 1800 Industrial St 36 NA
Sixth Street Lofts 1291 6th St 63 AIR 2008
726 Santa Fe Ave 726 S Santa Fe Ave 22 2006
Brick Lofts 652 Mateo St 21 Live/Work NA
Factory Place Lofts 1291-1333 Factory Place 180 2009
Molino Street Lofts 530 Molino St 91 Live/Work 2005
Binford Lofts 857 Traction Ave 39 1990
2101 E 7th St 2101 E 7th St 39 NA
SRO Hotel NA NA
Proposed Development
One Santa Fe (New) S Santa Fe Ave and 1st St 438 TBD
East Village (New) 2nd & S Garey St 320 TBD
AMP Lofts (New) 695 S Santa Fe Ave 180 TBD
950 Third 950 Third Street 472 TBD
Atlas LA 4th St. LLC (Reuse) 963 E 4th St Office TBD TBD
Notes
*Artist-in-Residence
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Figure 4.  Illustrative Map
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Historically Significant Buildings*
Buildings Built Before 1950 Built
Pickle Works 1001 E First St 1888
Toy Factory Lofts 1855 Industrial St 1924
Challenge Dairy Building 929 E 2nd St 1926
Southern CA Supply Co 810 E 3rd St 1910
SCI-Arc (Santa Fe Freight House) 960 E 3rd St 1906
Angel City Brewery 216 S Alameda St 1913
American Hotel 303 S Hewitt St 1905
Biscuit Company Lofts 1850 Industrial St 1925
Stover Seed Company Building 592 Mateo St 1946
Nate Starkman & Son Building 544 Mateo St 1908
Southwestern Bag Co Building 1380 E 6th St 1924
Maxwell House Building 405 Mateo St 1924
Former Coca-Cola Production Building 963 E 4th St 1915
9LMLY[V0SS\Z[YH[P]L4HW
8
9
10
11
28
29
30
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33
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Table 2.  +LVWRULFDO%XLOGLQJ3URÀOH
;OLYLPZHNYV^PUN[YLUKPU[OLSVZZVMOLH]`THU\MHJ[\YPUN^P[OPU3VZ
Angeles. An industrial land survey of comparable cities, prepared by 
[OL:LH[[SL+LWHY[TLU[VM*P[`7SHUUPUNPUZ[H[LK[OH[OLH]`
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*VYYPKVY3VZ(UNLSLZ9LWVY[;OLYLWVY[Z[H[LK[OH[HS[OV\NO[OLTHQVYP[`VM
[OLHYLHPZaVULKMVYOLH]`PUK\Z[YPHS[OL\ZLPZWYLKVTPUHU[S`SPNO[PUK\Z[Y`
HUKMHIYPJH[PVU;OLKVTPUHU[PUK\Z[YPHSZLJ[VYZ[OH[OHK[OLOPNOLZ[NYV^[O
WV[LU[PHSPU^LYL[OLTV]PLPUK\Z[Y `SVNPZ[PJZHUK[YHUZWVY[H[PVU
WYPU[PUNHUKW\ISPZOPUNTV[VYMYLPNO[[YHUZWVY[H[PVUHUK^HYLOV\ZPUN
+H[HMYVT[OL*LUZ\ZYL]LHSZ[OH[^OVSLZHSL[YHKLTHU\MHJ[\YPUNHUK
[YHUZWVY[H[PVUHUK^HYLOV\ZPUN^LYL[OL[VW[OYLLQVIZLJ[VYZPU[OL(Y[Z
+PZ[YPJ[;OLHYLHHJJV\U[ZMVYQVIZ^P[OHOPNOWLYJLU[HNLVMQVIZPU
NVVKZWYVK\JPUN[YHKL[YHUZWVY[H[PVUHUK\[PSP[PLZ(S[OV\NO[OLTHQVYP[`
VMQVIZ^P[OPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HYLSPURLK[VPUK\Z[YPHSSHUK\ZLZ[OLYLPZH
KLTHUK[VJVU]LY[PUK\Z[YPHSWHYJLSZ[VUVUPUK\Z[YPHS\ZLZ;OLKLTHUK
PZK\L[VTHYRL[MVYJLZHUK[OL\WZ\YNLVMKL]LSVWTLU[PZWLYTP[[LKK\L
[V[OLPUJS\ZP]P[`VM[OL3VZ(UNLSLZAVUPUN*VKL(KKP[PVUHSS `[OLYLPZSLZZ
V]LYZPNO[PUYLZPKLU[PHSKL]LSVWTLU[^OLUWHYJLSZHYLYLaVULKMYVT/LH]`
0UK\Z[YPHS[V*VTTLYJPHS4HU\MHJ[\YPUNVY4HU\MHJ[\YPUN[OHUPMKL]LSVWLYZ
H[[LTW[YLZPKLU[PHSKL]LSVWTLU[VUHUPUK\Z[YPHSS`aVULKWHYJLS
(JJVYKPUN[V*)9,.SVIHS9LZLHYJOHUK*VUZ\S[PUN*LU[YHS3VZ(UNLSLZ
[OLHYLH^OLYL[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PZSVJH[LKHJJV\U[ZMVYVM[OLH]HPSHISL
PUK\Z[YPHSZWHJLMVY[OL.YLH[LY3VZ(UNLSLZHYLHHZVM)LJH\ZLVM
P[ZWYV_PTP[`[V+V^U[V^USHUK[OH[OHZILLUJVU]LY[LK[VUVUPUK\Z[YPHS
SHUK\ZLZPZ^VY[O WLYJLU[TVYLWLYZX\HYLMVV[*)9,HZZLZZLK[OL
SLHZLYH[LWLYZX\HYLMVV[VMPUK\Z[YPHSSHUKPU*LU[YHS3VZ(UNLSLZ[VIL
HWWYV_PTH[LS`0UJVU[YHZ[YH[LZKYVWPU[OL*P[`VM=LYUVUHUK
*VTTLYJLJP[PLZVUS`ZL]LYHSTPSLZH^H `[VHUKYLZWLJ[P]LS `
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[JVU[PU\LZ[VL_WLYPLUJLH[YHUZMVYTH[PVUPUP[ZPUK\Z[YPHS
building stock as adaptive reuse converts available space into alternative 
\ZLZZ\JOHZJYLH[P]LVɉJLVYSP]L^VYRSVM[Z
Figure 6.  5PQ+PCTJO"SUT%JTUSJDUCZ/"*$4*OEVTUSZ
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9LZPKLU[ZVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[OH]LL_WYLZZLK[OLULLKMVYIL[[LYW\ISPJ
[YHUZWVY[H[PVUPTWYV]LKZPKL^HSRZHUKZ[YLL[Z[OLHKKP[PVUVMWHYRPUN
HUKLUOHUJLKWLKLZ[YPHUHUKIPRLUL[^VYRZ6]LY[OLSHZ[[OPY[``LHYZ[OL
(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[OHZL_WLYPLUJLKH]PNVYV\ZHUKNYV^PUNLJVUVT `-\[\YL
KL]LSVWTLU[Z^PSSHSTVZ[KV\ISL[OLJ\YYLU[WVW\SH[PVU0[PZ[OLYLMVYL
ULJLZZHY`[VPTWYV]LJPYJ\SH[PVUHUKTVIPSP[`PU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[
Existing Street Conditions
:[YLL[ZPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[ZOV^YLTUHU[ZVMYHPSSPULZ[OH[WYV[Y\KLMYVT
[OLHZWOHS[HYV\UK[OLHYLH;OLZ[YLL[UL[^VYRMVSSV^Z[OLJV]LYLK
[YHJRZVM[OL3VZ(UNLSLZ9HPS^H`HUKLSLJ[YPJJHYYV\[LZ;OLYPNO[VM
^H`]HYPLZJVUZPKLYHIS`MYVTZ[YLL[[VZ[YLL[HUKZVTL[PTLZISVJRI`
ISVJR(ZHUL_HTWSL:V\[O:HU[H-L(]LU\LH[-PYZ[:[YLL[OHZHYPNO[
VM^H`VMMLL[SLZZ[OHUOHSMHTPSLZV\[OP[UHYYV^Z[VMLL[HM[LYP[
WHZZLZ\UKLYULH[O[OL-V\Y[O:[YLL[)YPKNL;OLYLPZHSHJRVMWLKLZ[YPHU
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL[OH[ZW\YUZMYVT[OLWPLJLTLHSKL]LSVWTLU[WH[[LYU[OH[OHZ
VJJ\YYLKPU[OLHYLHZPUJL[OL Z0TWYV]LKZPKL^HSRZHYLJVUJLU[YH[LK
HYV\UKUL^KL]LSVWTLU[VYYLZPKLU[PHSJVU]LYZPVUZ(KKP[PVUHSS `ZVTL
Z[YLL[ZOH]LUVTHYRPUNZV[OLY[OHUHYHPUN\[[LY[OH[IPZLJ[Z[OLWH]LTLU[
;OLTHQVYP[`VMPU[LYUHSZ[YLL[ZHYLJSHZZPÄLKHZJVSSLJ[VYZ[YLL[Z^P[O[OL
HY[LYPHSZKLZPNUH[LK4HQVY/PNO^H`*SHZZ00VY:LJVUKHY`/PNO^H `(STVZ[
HSSVM[OLZ[YLL[ZKVUV[JVTWS`^P[O[OL7\ISPJ>VYRZ:[HUKHYK7SHUMVY
Z[YLL[KPTLUZPVUZ7HYRPUNUVY[OVM-V\Y[O:[YLL[PZNLULYHSS`THYRLKHUK
PZLP[OLYWHYHSSLSVYHUNSLK7HYRPUNPU[OLYLTHPUKLYVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PZ
OHWOHaHYK^P[OZVTLHYLHZTHYRLKHUKV[OLYZPTWYV]PZLK
Circulation
Right: Inconsistent 
pedestrian 
infrastructure 
along Palmetto 
Street. One side 
lacks sidewalks 
while the other has 
obstacles within the 
pedestrian right-of 
way. 
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Transportation
;OLHYLHPZZLY]PJLKI`3(+6;HUK4L[YVI\[PZWYPTHYPS`VYPLU[LK[V^HYKZ 
[OLWLYZVUHSH\[VTVIPSL7YV_PTP[`[V[OL4L[YV.VSK3PULSPNO[YHPSTHYRZ
[OLUVY[OLYUWVY[PVUVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HUKTHRLZ[OLHYLHIL[^LLU-PYZ[
HUK-V\Y[O:[YLL[HUPKLHSSVJH[PVUMVY[YHUZP[VYPLU[LKKL]LSVWTLU[3(+6;
ZLY]PJLZ[OLHYLH^P[O+(:/HUKOHZZ[VWZHSVUN/L^P[[:[YLL[HUK;YHJ[PVU
(]LU\LI\[[OVZLHYL[OLVUS`Z[YLL[Z[OLI\ZY\UZVUHZP[L_P[Z[OLHYLH
HSVUN-V\Y[O:[YLL[HUKJVU[PU\LZVU[V;OPYK:[YLL[HUKPU[V+V^U[V^U
;OLYLTHPUKLYVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[OHZHZOVY[HNLVMPU[LYUHSJVUULJ[P]P[`
K\L[VHSHJRVM[YHUZP[ZLY]PJLZ[YH]LSPUNUVY[OZV\[O4,;96ZLY]PJLZHYL
JVUJLU[YH[LKHSVUN[OLTHQVYHY[LYPHSZ[VHUKMYVT+V^U[V^U3VZ(UNLSLZ"
[OPZPUJS\KLZ-PYZ[:[YLL[:P_[O:[YLL[HUK:L]LU[O:[YLL[)LJH\ZLVM[OL
SHJRVM[YHUZP[VW[PVUZH\[VTVIPSL\ZLPU[OLHYLHPZ[OLWYPTHY`TVKLVM
[YHUZWVY[H[PVU(SHTLKHPZ[OLTHQVYUVY[OZV\[OJVUULJ[VYMVYH\[VTVIPSLZ
HUK-PYZ[-V\Y[O:P_[OHUK:L]LU[O:[YLL[HJJVTTVKH[LLHZ[^LZ[
H\[VTVIPSL[YHɉJ,_PZ[PUNJPYJ\SH[PVUZ`Z[LTZHYLKLZPNULK[V[YHUZWVY[
H\[VTVIPSLZLɉJPLU[S`[V+V^U[V^UHUKHYLUV[PU[LUKLK[VKP]LY[[YHɉJ
PU[V[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[
 
Pedestrian and Bicycle Mobility
;OLYLPZTPUPTHSIPJ`JSLPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[-PYZ[HUK:LJVUK
:[YLL[LHJOOH]LZOHYYV^LKIPRLYV\[LZHUK;OPYK:[YLL[OHZ[OLVUS`IPRL
SHUL;OLYLHYLUVIPRLYV\[LZSHULZVYZOHYLKSHULTHYRPUNZHU`^OLYLLSZL
PU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[7LKLZ[YPHUPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLPUZVTLHYLHZPZZ\IZ[HUKHYK
HUK\UZHML^P[OZPKL^HSRZ[OH[HYLPUKPZYLWHPYVYUVUL_PZ[LU[
Right: A bicyclist 
rides in a rain gutter 
along S Hewitt 
Street. The street 
has a sidewalk and 
formal parking south 
of Fifth Street. 
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Key Challenges and  Opportunities
Challenges 
;OLSHJRVMPU[LYUHSTVIPSP[`HUK[OLPUZ\ɉJPLU[PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLMVYWLKLZ[YPHUZ
HUKIPJ`JSPZ[ZPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[
5L^KL]LSVWTLU[[OYLH[LUZ[VHS[LY[OL\YIHUMHIYPJZJHSLJOHYHJ[LYHUK
\UPX\LPKLU[P[`VM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[
;OLSHJRVM[OYV\NO[YHɉJHUK]PZPIPSP[`MVYZOVWZHUKI\ZPULZZLZHSVUN
;OPYK:[YLL[HUK;YHJ[PVU(]LU\L
0UK\Z[YPHS\ZLZ[OH[HYLH[YPZRMYVTPUJYLHZLPUYLZPKLU[PHSKL]LSVWTLU[
0UJVUZPZ[LU[KL]LSVWTLU[WH[[LYUZHUKSHUK\ZLZ[OH[JYLH[LZHJOHSSLUNL
MVYHJVOLZP]LSHUK\ZLHUKTVIPSP[`WSHU
1VIYL[LU[PVUHUKJYLH[PVUK\L[VSVZZVMPUK\Z[YPHSZWHJL
0UZ\ɉJPLU[W\ISPJVWLUZWHJLZNYLLUSHUKZJHWPUNHUKWHYRZ
3HJRVMSVJHS2ZJOVVSZ
Top: Crumbling sidewalk infrastructure and paved over rail lines.  
Bottom: New development is out of scale with existing buildings.
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Key Opportunities
7YVTV[LPU[LYUHSJPYJ\SH[PVU^P[O+(:/L_WHUZPVU[VY\ULHZ[HSVUN;OPYK
:[YLL[ZV\[OVU:HU[H-LZV\[OVU4H[LVLHZ[VU=PVSL[HUK[VYL[\YU
UVY[OHSVUN:V\[O:HU[H-L^LZ[VU-V\Y[O:[YLL[HUKPU[V;YHJ[PVU(]LU\L
)PRLSHULL_WHUZPVUMYVT;OPYK:[YLL[[OH[^PSSY\UHSVUN::HU[H-L(]LU\L
PU[V[OL:P_[O:[YLL[=PHK\J[HUK[OL3VZ(UNLSLZ9P]LY
*VUZLY]LHUKYLOHIPSP[H[L[OLOPZ[VYPJJOHYHJ[LYVM[OLI\PSKPUNZ[OH[KLÄUL
[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HZH\UPX\LULPNOIVYOVVK
7YVTV[L[YHUZP[VYPLU[LKKL]LSVWTLU[UVY[OVM-VY[O:[YLL[K\L[VP[Z
HSYLHK`JSVZLWYV_PTP[`[V[YHUZP[PU[OLUVY[OLYUZLJ[PVUVM[OLHYLH
*HWP[HSPaLVU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[»ZWYV_PTP[`[V+V^U[V^U3VZ(UNLSLZ
<[PSPaLWHYRPUNZWHJLZHUKSV[Z[VJYLH[L\UJVU]LU[PVUHSVWLUHUKNYLLU
ZWHJLPU[OLMVYTVMWHYRSL[ZVYWVJRL[WHYRZ
*YLH[L\YIHUNHYKLUPUNWYVNYHT[VYLOHIPSP[H[LOVTLSLZZWVW\SH[PVUMYVT
:RPK9V^HUK¸NYLLU¹[OLHYLH
:[YLUN[OLUJVUULJ[PVU[V-HZOPVU+PZ[YPJ[)V`SL/LPNO[Z(SHTLKH*VYYPKVY
HUK+V^U[V^U
Left: A 1934 
map of LA 
Railway and 
electric car 
routes. Top 
Right: Metro 
Gold Line runs 
HSVUNÄYZ[
street. Bottom 
Right: Pickle 
Works building 
sits ready for 
preservation and 
rehabilitation. 
soure: http://www.bigmapblog.com/
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Form-Based Code
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Introduction
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Introduction: A Place Based Approach
;OL9LN\SH[PUN7SHU^PSSMVJ\ZVUHWSHJLIHZLKHWWYVHJO[OH[LTWOHZPaLZ
[OL\UPX\LPUK\Z[YPHS\YIHUJOHYHJ[LYVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[;OPZJOHW[LYKLÄULZ
[OLYLN\SH[PUNMYHTL^VYR[OH[PSS\Z[YH[LZ[OLSVJH[PVUVM;YHUZLJ[AVULZHUK
I\PSKPUNMVYTZ[HUKHYKZ[OH[NV]LYU[OLWSHJLTLU[IHZPJJOHYHJ[LYHUKTP_
VMSHUK\ZLZ;OL-VYT)HZLK*VKLYLÅLJ[Z[OLPUMVYTH[PVUJVSSLJ[LKK\YPUN
[OLZP[LHUHS`ZPZIHJRNYV\UKHUKWYL]PV\Z]PZPVUPUNWYVJLZZLZ
+\L[V[OL\UPX\L\YIHUPUK\Z[YPHSJOHYHJ[LYVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[VUS`[OL;
AVULHUK:+AVUL^PSSIL\ZLKPU[OPZJVKL;OYLL;AVULZHUK[^V:+
AVULZOH]LILLUJHSPIYH[LK[VÄ[[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[ULPNOIVYOVVK,HJOVM[OL
;YHUZLJ[ZOHZHZWLJPÄJPU[LU[HUKNLULYHSUH[\YL`L[HSZVYLÅLJ[MLH[\YLZ
[OH[V]LYSHW[VJYLH[LH\UPÄLKZLUZLVMWSHJL
;OLNLULYHSPU[LU[PZ[OH[[OLOPNOLZ[PU[LUZP[`VM\ZLZHUKNYLH[LZ[ZJHSLVM
\YIHUMVYT^PSSILJVUJLU[YH[LKUVY[OVM-V\Y[O:[YLL[HZ[OPZHYLHVM[OL
(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PZJSVZLZ[[V[OLL_PZ[PUN.VSK3PUL[YHUZP[Z[VW(KKP[PVUHSS `[OL
TVZ[PU[LUZLPUK\Z[YPHS\ZLZ^PSSILSVJH[LKVU[OLWLYPWOLY`HUKZV\[OLYU
WVY[PVUVM[OLHYLHPUHULɈVY[[VHNNSVTLYH[LPUK\Z[Y`^P[O[OLHKQHJLU[
predominantly industrial communities.  
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T5-NO 
;OLPU[LU[VM[OL;5LPNOIVYOVVK6WLUAVULPZ[VMVZ[LYKL]LSVWTLU[[OH[
Z\WWVY[ZL_PZ[PUNHUKM\[\YLW\ISPJ[YHUZP[^P[OPUH^HSRHISLHYLH
;OLNLULYHSUH[\YLJVUZPZ[ZVMHTP_VMTLKP\T[VOPNOKLUZP[`YLZPKLU[PHS
I\PSKPUN[`WLZNLULYHSYL[HPSHUKZTHSS[VTLKP\TZPaLZLY]PJLZHUK
JVTTLYJPHS\ZLZ;OL;YHUZLJ[Z\WWVY[ZW\ISPJ[YHUZWVY[H[PVUHS[LYUH[P]LZ
HUKPZPKLHSMVY[YHUZP[VYPLU[LKKL]LSVWTLU[K\L[VP[ZWYV_PTP[`[VL_PZ[PUN
.VSK3PUL+(:/HUK4L[YVZ[VWZ
;OLVWLUZ\IaVULZ\WWVY[ZZWPSSV]LYMYVT[OLHKQHJLU[;YHUZLJ[^P[OHU
HSSV^HUJLMVYHSHYNLY]HYPL[`VM\ZLZVU[OLNYV\UKÅVVYHZ[OLHYLHTH[\YLZ
into a transit-oriented district over time. 
T5-F 
;OLPU[LU[VM[OL;-SL_AVULPZ[VZLY]LHZHMVJHSWVPU[MVY[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[
HUKZ\WWVY[Z[OLSHYNLZ[]HYPL[`VMSHUK\ZLZ
;OLNLULYHSUH[\YLJVUZPZ[ZVM]LY[PJHSHUKOVYPaVU[HSTP_LK\ZLNLULYHS
YL[HPSZLY]PJLHUKZVTLSPNO[PUK\Z[YPHS;OL;YHUZLJ[Z\WWVY[ZHZ[YVUN
\YIHUMHIYPJJVUZPZ[LU[^P[OZOVWZJHMLZIHYZYLZ[H\YHU[ZHUKYL[HPS
LZ[HISPZOTLU[ZVU[OLNYV\UKÅVVYZHUKSP]L^VYRYLZPKLU[PHSZWHJLVU[OL
\WWLYÅVVYZ;OPZaVULPZKLZPNULK[VL_LTWSPM`[OL\UPX\LJ\S[\YLVM[OL
(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HZH]PIYHU[^HSRHISLHUKYLNPVUHSKLZ[PUH[PVUVMW\ISPJHY[HUK
OPZ[VYPJHSI\PSKPUNZ;OLYLN\SH[PVUVM[OLWO`ZPJHSMVYTHUK\ZLZYLÅLJ[Z[OL
OPZ[VYPJHSHYJOP[LJ[\YLHUK[OLHY[PZ[JVTT\UP[ `
T5-N 
;OLPU[LU[VM[OL;5LPNOIVYOVVKAVULPZ[VWYV]PKLH]HYPL[`VMOV\ZPUN
VW[PVUZ[VZ\WWVY[PUK\Z[Y`HUKI\ZPULZZVM[OLHKQHJLU[;YHUZLJ[ZHUK
ULPNOIVYOVVKZ
;OLNLULYHSUH[\YLJVUZPZ[ZVMHKP]LYZLTP_VMOPNOKLUZP[`YLZPKLU[PHS
I\PSKPUN[`WLZHUKZTHSSLYZPaLULPNOIVYOVVKZ\WWVY[ZLY]PJLZHZHTLHUZ
[VWYV]PKLOV\ZPUNMVYHKQHJLU[SHUK\ZLZ(KHW[P]LYL\ZLVMLJVUVTPJHSS`
Z[Y\NNSPUNPUK\Z[YPHSI\PSKPUNZPZLUJV\YHNLKPU[OLMVYTVMYLZPKLU[PHSVY
SP]L^VYRKL]LSVWTLU[;OLI\PSKPUNMHIYPJZOV\SKYLTHPUJVTWHJ[HUK
^HSRHISL;OLJOHYHJ[LYVMPUÄSSVYHKHW[P]LYL\ZLKL]LSVWTLU[^PSSTHPU[HPU
[OLPUK\Z[YPHSKLZPNUVML_PZ[PUNI\PSKPUNZ
Transect Zone Descriptions
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Arts District Regulating Plan
;-
;5
;56
SD-LI
SD-IC
S. 
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E. 1st Street
E. 4th Street
S. 
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E. 6th Street
E. 7th Street
Traction Avenue
E. 3rd Street
E. 2nd Street
S. Santa Fe Avenue
S. Garey Street
S. Hewitt Street
Seaton Street
Colyton Street
S. Hewitt Street
Molino Street
Mateo Street
S. Virgnes Street
Palmetto Street
Factory Place Willow Street
S. Santa Fe Avenue
Mesquit Street
E. 7th Place
Violet Street
Jesse Street
Industrial Street
Mill Street
E. 3rd Street
E. 4th Street
Figure 9.  Regulating Plan
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SD-LI 
;OLPU[LU[VM[OL:+3PNO[0UK\Z[YPHSAVULPZ[VPUJ\IH[LPUUV]H[PVUI`
WYV]PKPUNHKL]LSVWTLU[WH[[LYUPKLHSMVYUL^I\ZPULZZLZHUKH*SLHU[LJO
corridor.  
;OLNLULYHSUH[\YLJVUZPZ[ZVMH]HYPL[`VMI\PSKPUN[`WLZ^P[OZTHSS
MVV[WYPU[Z[VWYV]PKLZWHJLMVYSPNO[PUK\Z[Y`\ZLZ+\L[V[OLZTHSSMVV[WYPU[
ZPaLVM[OLL_PZ[PUNPUK\Z[YPHSI\PSKPUNZ[VJRP[PZHSZVHZ\P[HISLSVJH[PVUMVY
YLZLHYJOPUZ[P[\[PVUZNYLLU[LJOUVSVN`MHJPSP[PLZ[LJOUVSVN`HUKHYJOP[LJ[\YL
ÄYTZHUKZTHSSLYZJHSLTHU\MHJ[\YPUN\ZLZ;OPZ;YHUZLJ[^PSSZLY]LHZH
I\ɈLYMYVTOLH]PLYPUK\Z[YPHS\ZLZ0[ZSVJH[PVUULHY[OLJP]PJ[YHUZWVY[H[PVU
HUKI\ZPULZZJLU[LYVMKV^U[V^UHUK[OLZ\YYV\UKPUNHJHKLTPJ
PUZ[P[\[PVUZHUKULPNOIVYOVVKZ^PSSZLY]LHZHJH[HS`Z[MVYHUL^I\ZPULZZLZ
^P[OPU[OL*SLHU[LJOJVYYPKVY
SD-IC 
;OLPU[LU[VM[OL:+0UK\Z[YPHS*VYLAVULPZ[VWYV]PKLTLKP\T[VSHYNL
ZJHSLPUK\Z[YPHSZWHJLHUKKPZJV\YHNL[OLL_WHUZPVUVMULHYI`HUK
HKKP[PVUHSYLZPKLU[PHS\ZLZMYVTHKQHJLU[[YHUZLJ[Z
;OLNLULYHSUH[\YLJVUZPZ[ZVMHYHUNLVMPUK\Z[YPHSHJ[P]P[PLZHWWYVWYPH[LMVY
P[ZSVJH[PVUH[[OLLKNLVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[0[PZHaVUL[OH[PZPKLHSMVYOLH]LY
PUK\Z[YPHS\ZLZZ\JOHZTHU\MHJ[\YPUNWYVJLZZPUNZ[VYHNLHUKV[OLY\ZLZ
[OH[HYLUV[VIQLJ[PVUHISL[VHKQHJLU[WYVWLY[PLZMYVTOHaHYKZUVPZLVY
V[OLYKPZ[\YIHUJLZ
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T5-NO 
;OLPU[LU[VM[OL;5LPNOIVYOVVK6WLUAVULPZ[V
MVZ[LYKL]LSVWTLU[[OH[Z\WWVY[ZL_PZ[PUNHUKM\[\YL
W\ISPJ[YHUZP[^P[OPUH^HSRHISLHYLH
;OLNLULYHSUH[\YLJVUZPZ[ZVMHTP_VMTLKP\T[V
OPNOKLUZP[`YLZPKLU[PHSI\PSKPUN[`WLZNLULYHSYL[HPS
HUKZTHSS[VTLKP\TZPaLZLY]PJLZHUKJVTTLYJPHS
\ZLZ;OL;YHUZLJ[Z\WWVY[ZW\ISPJ[YHUZWVY[H[PVU
alternatives and is ideal for transit-oriented 
KL]LSVWTLU[K\L[VP[ZWYV_PTP[`[VL_PZ[PUN.VSK
3PUL+(:/HUK4L[YVZ[VWZ
;OLVWLUZ\IaVULZ\WWVY[ZZWPSSV]LYMYVT[OL
HKQHJLU[;YHUZLJ[^P[OHUHSSV^HUJLMVYHSHYNLY
]HYPL[`VM\ZLZVU[OLNYV\UKÅVVYHZ[OLHYLH
matures into a transit-oriented district over time. 
T5-Neighborhood Open Standards403
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Building Placement
Build-to Line Distance from Property Line
Front 0’ (BTL=PL)
Side Street 0’
BTL Defined by a Building
   Front 90% min.
   Side 60% min.
Set Back (Distance from Property Line)
Side 0’
Rear
   Adjacent to T5 Zone 0’
   Adjacent to Any Other Zone 5’
Building Form
Lot Coverage 90% min. 
Notes
All ground-floor entrances must face the Front or 
Side Street
A
A
B
C
D
E
F
E
F
Use
Ground Floor Residential, Live/
Work, General 
Retail & Service*
Upper Floor(s) Residential, Live/
Work
*See Land Use Table for specific uses.
Height
Building Min. 22’
Building Max. 6 stories 
and 60’
Ground Floor Ceiling 14’ min. 
Upper Floor(s) Ceiling 8’ min.
Notes
Within 20’ of rear Lot Line, buildings may not be 
more than a story taller than the allowed height of 
adjacent buildings.
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Property Line Building Area
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BTL, Property Line
BTL, Property Line R.O.W
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Parking
Location (Distance from Property Line)
Front Setback 30’ min.
Side Street Setback 0’ min.
Side Setback 0’ min.
Rear Setback 0’ min.
Curb Cut or Parking Driveway 
Width
   ≤ 40 spaces 14’ max.
   > 40 spaces 18’ max.
Required Spaces
Ground Floor
   Uses ≤ 2,000 sf No off-street 
parking required
   Uses > 2,000 sf 1/1000 sf
Upper Floors
   Residential 1 space/unit
   Live/Work Units 1 space/1,000 sf
Notes
A minimum of one bicycle rack place shall be 
provided per commercial use.  
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K
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Street
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Property Line Parking Area
J
K
For Residential land uses a min. of 0.10 bicycle 
spaces/bedroom shall be provided. 
In addition a minimum of one bicycle rack place 
shall be provided within the Public or Private 
Frontage for every ten vehicular parking spaces. 
Parking May be provided off site within 1300’ or as 
shared parking. 
Parking encouraged to be underground, above-
ground parking lots must be wrapped in active uses. 
No curb cuts on retail streets or primary pedestrian 
streets.  
Encroachments
Location
Front 7’ max.
Side Street 7’ max. 
Notes
Encroachments shall not impede the public right of 
way, violate the American Disabilities Act, or cause 
significant risk or conflict with public safety and 
vehicular traffic. 
Sidewalk dining facilities shall be free standing, 
unattached to the sidewalk, and shall be removed 
from the sidewalk when the dining facility is not 
open for business. 
See Land Use Table - NO for specific 
encroachments allowed. 
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Use Type
Retail
General Retail 
Neighborhood Market <10,000 sf
Restaurant, Cafe, Coffee Shop
Studio: Art, Dance, Music
Residential
Live/work
Dwelling
Mixed-use Project Residential Component
Notes
General Retail only allowed on first floor. 
Service
Bank/Financial Services
   No drive-through services
<3,500 sf
Automatic Teller Machine
Animal Services
Lodging
   Inn, Hotel, Bed & Breakfast
Office: Professional <5,000 sf
Transportation
Parking Facility: Public or Private
Encroachments
Eaves, Awnings, Shop Blinds, 
and Canopies
Signs, Walls
Street Furniture*
Stands or Stalls Displaying 
Goods and Services
Notes
*Street Furniture shall take up a maximum of 5’ 
and not impede the public right of way, violate the 
American Disabilities Act, or cause significant risk 
or conflict with public safety and vehicular traffic. 
Table 3.  Land Use Neighborhood
T5-Neighborhood Open Standards
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T5-F 
;OLPU[LU[VM[OL;-SL_AVULPZ[VZLY]LHZH
MVJHSWVPU[MVY[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HUKZ\WWVY[Z[OL
largest variety of land uses. 
;OLNLULYHSUH[\YLJVUZPZ[ZVM]LY[PJHSHUK
OVYPaVU[HSTP_LK\ZLNLULYHSYL[HPSZLY]PJL
HUKZVTLSPNO[PUK\Z[YPHS;OL;YHUZLJ[
supports a strong urban fabric consistent 
^P[OZOVWZJHMLZIHYZYLZ[H\YHU[ZHUK
YL[HPSLZ[HISPZOTLU[ZVU[OLNYV\UKÅVVYZ
HUKSP]L^VYRYLZPKLU[PHSZWHJLVU[OL\WWLY
ÅVVYZ;OPZaVULPZKLZPNULK[VL_LTWSPM`[OL
\UPX\LJ\S[\YLVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HZH]PIYHU[
^HSRHISLHUKYLNPVUHSKLZ[PUH[PVUVMW\ISPJHY[
HUKOPZ[VYPJHSI\PSKPUNZ;OLYLN\SH[PVUVM[OL
WO`ZPJHSMVYTHUK\ZLZYLÅLJ[Z[OLOPZ[VYPJHS
HYJOP[LJ[\YLHUK[OLHY[PZ[JVTT\UP[ `
T5-Flex Standards443
Arts District Form-Based Code
Building Placement
Build-to Line Distance from Property Line
Front 0’ (BTL=PL)
Side Street 0’
BTL Defined by a Building
   Front 80% min.
   Side 60% min.
Set Back (Distance from Property Line)
Side 0’
Rear
   Adjacent to T5 Zone 0’
   Adjacent to Any Other Zone 5’
Building Form
Lot Coverage 80% min. 
Notes
All ground-floor entrances must face the Front or 
Side Street
A
A
B
C
D
E
F
E
F
Use
Ground Floor General Retail & 
Service*
Upper Floor(s) Residential, Live/
Work, & Some 
General Retail*
*See Land Use Table for specific uses.
Height
Building Min. 22’
Building Max. 6 stories 
and 60’
Ground Floor Ceiling 14’ min. 
Upper Floor(s) Ceiling 8’ min.
Notes
Within 20’ of rear Lot Line, buildings may not be 
more than a story taller than the allowed height of 
adjacent buildings.
Eating and Drinking establishments are the only 
General Retail allowed on the second floor. 
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Parking
Location (Distance from Property Line)
Front Setback 30’ min.
Side Street Setback 0’ min.
Side Setback 0’ min.
Rear Setback 0’ min.
Curb Cut or Parking Driveway 
Width
   ≤ 40 spaces 14’ max.
   > 40 spaces 18’ max.
Required Spaces
Ground Floor
   Uses ≤ 2,000 sf No off-street 
parking required
   Uses > 2,000 sf 1/1000 sf
Upper Floors
   Residential 1 space/unit
   Live/Work Units 1 space/1,000 sf
Notes
A minimum of one bicycle rack place shall be 
provided per commercial use.  
For Residential land uses a min. of 0.10 bicycle 
spaces/bedroom shall be provided. 
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In addition a minimum of one bicycle rack place 
shall be provided within the Public or Private 
Frontage for every ten vehicular parking spaces. 
Parking May be provided off site within 1300’ or as 
shared parking. 
Parking encouraged to be underground, above-
ground parking lots must be wrapped in active uses. 
No curb cuts on retail streets or primary pedestrian 
streets.  
Encroachments
Location
Front 7’ max.
Side Street 7’ max. 
Notes
Encroachments shall not impede the public right of 
way, violate the American Disabilities Act, or cause 
significant risk or conflict with public safety and 
vehicular traffic. 
Sidewalk dining facilities shall be free standing, 
unattached to the sidewalk, and shall be removed 
from the sidewalk when the dining facility is not 
open for business. 
See Land Use Table - F for specific encroachments 
allowed. 
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Arts District Form-Based Code
Use Type
Retail
Bar, Pub, Tavern, Night Club
Neighborhood Market <10,000 sf
Restaurant, Cafe, Coffee Shop
Studio: Art, Dance, Music
Residential
Live/work2
Dwelling2
Mixed-use Project Residential Component2
Notes
General Retail only allowed on first and second 
floors. 
2Allowed only on upper floors or behind ground floor 
use.  
Service
Bank/Financial Services
   No drive-through services
<3,500 sf
Automatic Teller Machine
Animal Services
Lodging
   Inn, Hotel, Bed & Breakfast
Office: Professional <5,000 sf
Industrial (Light)
Media Production
Research and Development
Wholesaling and Distribution2
    Must have retail frontage
<5,000 sf
Transportation
Parking Facility: Public or Private
Encroachments
Eaves, Awnings, Shop Blinds, 
and Canopies
Signs, Walls
Street Furniture*
Stands or Stalls Displaying 
Goods and Services
Notes
*Street Furniture shall take up a maximum of 5’ 
and not impede the public right of way, violate the 
American Disabilities Act, or cause significant risk 
or conflict with public safety and vehicular traffic. 
T5-Flex Standards
Table 4.  Land Use Flex
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T5-N 
;OLPU[LU[VM[OL;5LPNOIVYOVVKAVULPZ[V
WYV]PKLH]HYPL[`VMOV\ZPUNVW[PVUZ[VZ\WWVY[
PUK\Z[Y`HUKI\ZPULZZVM[OLHKQHJLU[;YHUZLJ[Z
HUKULPNOIVYOVVKZ
;OLNLULYHSUH[\YLJVUZPZ[ZVMHKP]LYZLTP_
VMOPNOKLUZP[`YLZPKLU[PHSI\PSKPUN[`WLZHUK
ZTHSSLYZPaLULPNOIVYOVVKZ\WWVY[ZLY]PJLZHZ
HTLHUZ[VWYV]PKLOV\ZPUNMVYHKQHJLU[SHUK
uses. Adaptive reuse of economically struggling 
PUK\Z[YPHSI\PSKPUNZPZLUJV\YHNLKPU[OLMVYT
VMYLZPKLU[PHSVYSP]L^VYRKL]LSVWTLU[;OL
I\PSKPUNMHIYPJZOV\SKYLTHPUJVTWHJ[HUK
^HSRHISL;OLJOHYHJ[LYVMPUÄSSVYHKHW[P]L
YL\ZLKL]LSVWTLU[^PSSTHPU[HPU[OLPUK\Z[YPHS
KLZPNUVML_PZ[PUNI\PSKPUNZ
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Arts District Form-Based Code
Building Placement
Build-to Line Distance from Property Line
Front 0’ (BTL=PL)
Side Street 0’
BTL Defined by a Building
   Front 75% min.
   Side 55% min.
Set Back (Distance from Property Line)
Side 0’
Rear
   Adjacent to T5 Zone 0’
   Adjacent to Any Other Zone 5’
Building Form
Lot Coverage 80% min. 
Notes
All ground-floor entrances must face the Front or 
Side Street
A
A
B
C
D
E
F
E
F
Use
Ground Floor Residential, 
Live/ Work,
Neighborhood 
Service & Retail*
Upper Floor(s) Residential, Live/
Work*
*See Land Use Table - N for specific uses.
Height
Building Min. 20’
Building Max. 6 stories 
and 60’
Ground Floor Ceiling 12’ min. 
Upper Floor(s) Ceiling 8’ min.
Notes
Within 20’ of rear Lot Line, buildings may not be 
more than a story taller than the allowed height of 
adjacent buildings.
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Parking
Location (Distance from Property Line)
Front Setback 30’ min.
Side Street Setback 0’ min.
Side Setback 0’ min.
Rear Setback 0’ min.
Curb Cut or Parking Driveway 
Width
   ≤ 40 spaces 14’ max.
   > 40 spaces 18’ max.
Required Spaces
Residential Uses
   Residential 1 space/unit
   Loft 1/2 space/unit
   Live/Work Units 1 space/1,000 sf
Other Uses
   Uses ≤ 2,000 sf No off-street 
parking required
   Uses > 2,000 sf 1/1000 sf
Notes
A minimum of one bicycle rack place shall be 
provided per commercial use.  
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For Residential land uses a min. of 0.10 bicycle 
spaces/bedroom shall be provided. 
In addition a minimum of one bicycle rack place 
shall be provided within the Public or Private 
Frontage for every ten vehicular parking spaces. 
Parking May be provided off site within 1300’ or as 
shared parking. 
Parking encouraged to be underground, above-
ground parking lots must be wrapped in active uses. 
No curb cuts on retail streets or primary pedestrian 
streets.  
Encroachments
Location
Front 7’ max.
Side Street 7’ max. 
Notes
Encroachments shall not impede the public right of 
way, violate the American Disabilities Act, or cause 
significant risk or conflict with public safety and 
vehicular traffic. 
Sidewalk dining facilities shall be free standing, 
unattached to the sidewalk, and shall be removed 
from the sidewalk when the dining facility is not 
open for business. 
See Land Use Table - N for specific encroachments 
allowed. 
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Arts District Form-Based Code
Use Type
Retail
Neighborhood Market/Convenience Store <10,000 
sf
Restaurant, Cafe, Coffee Shop <10,000 sf
Studio: Art, Dance, Music
Residential
Live/work
Dwelling 
Mixed-use Project Residential Component
Service
Automatic Teller Machine
Lodging
   Inn, Hotel, Bed & Breakfast
Transportation
Parking Facility: Public or Private
Encroachments
Eaves, Awnings, Shop Blinds, 
and Canopies
Signs, Walls
Street Furniture*
Notes
*Street Furniture shall take up a maximum of 5’ 
and not impede the public right of way, violate the 
American Disabilities Act, or cause significant risk 
or conflict with public safety and vehicular traffic. 
T5-Neighborhood Standards
Table 5.  Land Use Neighborhood
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SD-LI 
;OLPU[LU[VM[OL:+3PNO[0UK\Z[YPHSAVUL
is to incubate innovation by providing a 
KL]LSVWTLU[WH[[LYUPKLHSMVYUL^I\ZPULZZLZ
HUKH*SLHU[LJOJVYYPKVY
;OLNLULYHSUH[\YLJVUZPZ[ZVMH]HYPL[`VM
I\PSKPUN[`WLZ^P[OZTHSSMVV[WYPU[Z[VWYV]PKL
ZWHJLMVYSPNO[PUK\Z[Y`\ZLZ+\L[V[OLZTHSS
MVV[WYPU[ZPaLVM[OLL_PZ[PUNPUK\Z[YPHSI\PSKPUN
Z[VJRP[PZHSZVHZ\P[HISLSVJH[PVUMVYYLZLHYJO
PUZ[P[\[PVUZNYLLU[LJOUVSVN`MHJPSP[PLZ
[LJOUVSVN`HUKHYJOP[LJ[\YLÄYTZHUKZTHSSLY
ZJHSLTHU\MHJ[\YPUN\ZLZ;OPZ;YHUZLJ[^PSS
ZLY]LHZHI\ɈLYMYVTOLH]PLYPUK\Z[YPHS\ZLZ
0[ZSVJH[PVUULHY[OLJP]PJ[YHUZWVY[H[PVU
HUKI\ZPULZZJLU[LYVMKV^U[V^UHUK
[OLZ\YYV\UKPUNHJHKLTPJPUZ[P[\[PVUZHUK
ULPNOIVYOVVKZ^PSSZLY]LHZHJH[HS`Z[MVYH
UL^I\ZPULZZLZ^P[OPU[OL*SLHU[LJOJVYYPKVY
SD - Light Industrial Standards
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Arts District Form-Based Code
Building Placement
Build-to Line Distance from Property Line
Front 0’ (BTL=PL)
Side Street 5’
BTL Defined by a Building
   Front 70% min.
   Side 50% min.
Set Back (Distance from Property Line)
Side 0’
Rear
   Adjacent to T5 Zone 8’
   Adjacent to Any Other Zone 5’
Building Form
Lot Coverage 80% min. 
Notes
All ground-floor entrances must face the Front or 
Side Street
A
A
B
C
D
E
F
E
F
Use
Live/Work, Light Industrial, Clean Technology, Light 
Manufacturing
*See Land Use Table for specific uses.
Height
Building Min. 20’
Building Max. 4 stories 
and 45’
Ground Floor Ceiling 14’ min. 
Upper Floor(s) Ceiling 8’ min.
Notes
Within 20’ of rear Lot Line, buildings may not be 
more than a story taller than the allowed height of 
adjacent buildings.
Buildings with Light Industrial uses are not allowed 
to have Residential uses on upper floors. 
All required setbacks adjacent to streets shall be 
landscaped. 
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Parking
Location (Distance from Property Line)
Front Setback 30’ min.
Side Street Setback 3’ min.
Side Setback 0’ min.
Rear Setback 0’ min.
Curb Cut or Parking Driveway 
Width
   ≤ 40 spaces 14’ max.
   > 40 spaces 18’ max.
Required Spaces
Ground Floor
   Uses ≤ 2,000 sf No off-street 
parking required
   Uses > 2,000 sf 1/1000 sf
Upper Floors
   Live/Work Units 1 space/1,000 sf
Notes
A minimum of one bicycle rack place shall be 
provided per land use.  
For Live/work land uses a min. of 0.10 bicycle 
spaces/bedroom shall be provided. 
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In addition a minimum of one bicycle rack place 
shall be provided within the Public or Private 
Frontage for every ten vehicular parking spaces. 
Parking May be provided off site within 1300’ or as 
shared parking. 
Parking encouraged to be underground, above-
ground parking lots must be wrapped in active uses. 
No curb cuts on retail streets or primary pedestrian 
streets.  
Encroachments
Location
Front 7’ max.
Side Street 7’ max. 
Notes
Encroachments shall not impede the public right of 
way, violate the American Disabilities Act, or cause 
significant risk or conflict with public safety and 
vehicular traffic. 
See Land Use Table - LI for specific encroachments 
allowed. 
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Arts District Form-Based Code
Use Type
Industry 
Laboratory, Experimental, Analytical
Manufacturing: Light
Research and Development 
Facility
Storage
Technology Firm 
Biomedical research/
manufacturing
Food Processing and Production
Test Kitchen
Entertainment-related post-
production
Furniture and clothing design
Technology Firm 
Media Production
Media Production
Wholesaling and Distribution
Residential
Live/work
Notes
Retail is only allowed as part of a frontage on 
ground floor only. 
Service
Bank/Financial Services
   No drive-through services
<3,500 sf
Automatic Teller Machine
Animal Services
Lodging
   Inn, Hotel, Bed & Breakfast
Office: Professional 
General Retail
Retail frontage in support of Light Manufacturing, 
Wholesaling and Distribution, or Light Industrial Use
Transportation
Parking Facility: Public or Private
Encroachments
Eaves, Awnings, Shop Blinds, 
and Canopies
Signs, Walls
Street Furniture
SD - Light Industrial Standards
Table 6.  Land Use Light Industrial
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SD-IC 
;OLPU[LU[VM[OL:+0UK\Z[YPHS*VYLAVULPZ
to provide medium to large-scale industrial 
ZWHJLHUKKPZJV\YHNL[OLL_WHUZPVUVMULHYI`
HUKHKKP[PVUHSYLZPKLU[PHS\ZLZMYVTHKQHJLU[
transects. 
;OLNLULYHSUH[\YLJVUZPZ[ZVMHYHUNLVM
industrial activities appropriate for its location, 
H[[OLLKNLVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[0[PZHaVUL
[OH[PZPKLHSMVYOLH]LYPUK\Z[YPHS\ZLZZ\JOHZ
THU\MHJ[\YPUNWYVJLZZPUNZ[VYHNLHUKV[OLY
\ZLZ[OH[HYLUV[VIQLJ[PVUHISL[VHKQHJLU[
WYVWLY[PLZMYVTOHaHYKZUVPZLVYV[OLY
disturbances.   
SD - Industrial Core  Standards
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Arts District Form-Based Code
Building Placement
Build-to Line Distance from Property Line
Front 0’ (BTL=PL)
Side Street 5’
BTL Defined by a Building
   Front 75% min.
   Side 50% min.
Set Back (Distance from Property Line)
Side 0’
Rear
   Adjacent to T5 Zone 8’
   Adjacent to Any Other Zone 5’
Building Form
Lot Coverage 80% min. 
Notes
All ground-floor entrances must face the Front or 
Side Street
A
A
B
C
D
E
F
E
F
Use
Live/Work, Light Industrial, Clean Technology, Light 
Manufacturing
*See Land Use Table for specific uses.
Height
Building Min. 22’
Building Max. 4 stories 
and 45’
Ground Floor Ceiling 14’ min. 
Upper Floor(s) Ceiling 8’ min.
Notes
Within 20’ of rear Lot Line, buildings may not be 
more than a story taller than the allowed height of 
adjacent buildings.
Buildings with Light Industrial uses are not allowed 
to have Residential uses on upper floors. 
All required setbacks adjacent to streets shall be 
landscaped. 
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Parking
Location (Distance from Property Line)
Front Setback 30’ min.
Side Street Setback 3’ min.
Side Setback 0’ min.
Rear Setback 0’ min.
Curb Cut or Parking Driveway 
Width
   ≤ 40 spaces 14’ max.
   > 40 spaces 18’ max.
Required Spaces
Ground Floor
   Uses ≤ 2,000 sf No off-street 
parking required
   Uses > 2,000 sf 1/1000 sf
Upper Floors
   Residential 1 space/unit
   Live/Work Units 1 space/1,000 sf
Notes
A minimum of one bicycle rack place shall be 
provided per land use.  
For Live/work land uses a min. of 0.10 bicycle 
spaces/bedroom shall be provided. 
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In addition a minimum of one bicycle rack place 
shall be provided within the Public or Private 
Frontage for every ten vehicular parking spaces. 
Parking May be provided off site within 1300’ or as 
shared parking. 
Parking encouraged to be underground, above-
ground parking lots must be wrapped in active uses. 
No curb cuts on retail streets or primary pedestrian 
streets.  
Encroachments
Location
Front 7’ max.
Side Street 7’ max. 
Notes
Encroachments shall not impede the public right of 
way, violate the American Disabilities Act, or cause 
significant risk or conflict with public safety and 
vehicular traffic. 
See Land Use Table - IC for specific encroachments 
allowed. 
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SD - Industrial Core Standards583
Arts District Form-Based Code
Use Type
Industry 
Laboratory, Experimental, Analytical
Manufacturing: apparel, technology, smaller-scale 
fabrication, etc. 
Heavy Industrial
Recycling Facility 
Research and Development Facility
Storage
Transit maintenance and operation
Materials collection and recycling
Food processing and distribution
Biomedical research/manufacturing
Entertainment-related post-production
Furniture and clothing design
Technology Firm 
Media Production
Wholesaling, Warehouse and Distribution
Service
Office: Professional 
Transportation
Parking Facility: Public or Private
Encroachments
Eaves, Awnings, Shop Blinds, 
and Canopies
Signs, Walls
Notes
All Light Industrial Uses are allowed in the Industrial 
Core Zone
SD - Industrial Core  Standards
Table 7.  Land Use Industrial Core
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604
Arts District Form-Based Code
Public Space Standards and 
Design Guidelines
DIBQUFS
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[JPYJ\SH[PVUUL[^VYR^PSSILKLZPNULK[VHSSV^MVYT\S[PTVKHS
[YHUZWVY[H[PVUVW[PVUZ[OH[HYLPU[LNYH[LK^P[OHKQHJLU[SHUK\ZLZ(
^LSSKLZPNULKZ[YLL[UL[^VYR^PSSOLSW[VWYVTV[LHOLHS[O`HUK]PIYHU[
ULPNOIVYOVVK;OLWYVWVZLKZ`Z[LTVMZ[YLL[Z^PSSLTWOHZPaLHUHJ[P]L
SPMLZ[`SL[OYV\NOWLKLZ[YPHUHUKIPJ`JSLPTWYV]LTLU[ZHZ^LSSHZZPNUPÄJHU[
NYLLU^H`ZHUKSHUKZJHWPUN+LZPNUN\PKLSPULZHUKJVUJLW[\HSKPHNYHTZ
OH]LILLUWYLWHYLKMVY[OLW\ISPJZWHJLHUKZ[YLL[Z^P[OPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[
Introduction
Left: A mural 
painted on the 
facade of Zip Sushi 
Izakaya along Thrid 
Street in the Arts 
District. 
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Sidewalks 
:PKL^HSRZZOV\SKWYV]PKLHUPU[LYJVUULJ[LKUL[^VYRMVYWLKLZ[YPHUHJJLZZ
HUKV[OLYLSLTLU[Z[OH[PUJS\KLZ[YLL[M\YUP[\YLSPNO[PUNWSHU[LYZHUK[YLLZ
:[YLL[M\YUP[\YL^PSSILWSHJLKPUHJVUZPZ[LU[^LSSKLÄULKaVULWHYHSSLS[V
[OLWLKLZ[YPHU^HSRPUNaVUL:PKL^HSRZHUKTLKPHUZ^PSSLTWSV`SV^PTWHJ[
KL]LSVWTLU[Z[HUKHYKZHUKLZ[HISPZOH[YLLJHUVW `
Frontage Design
)\PSKPUNMYVU[HNLZPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[ZOV\SKTHPU[HPUHJVTTVUPUK\Z[YPHS
\YIHUJOHYHJ[LY.LULYHS9L[HPSZ[VYLMYVU[ZZOV\SKIL[YHUZWHYLU[HUKPU]P[L
WLKLZ[YPHU[YHɉJMYVT[OLZ[YLL[)\PSKPUNMHJHKLZZOV\SKYLÅLJ[KLZPNU
MLH[\YLZJVUZPZ[LU[^P[OL_PZ[PUNOPZ[VYPJHSHUKPUK\Z[YPHSHYJOP[LJ[\YL
typologies. Restaurants and cafes are encouraged to provide outside seating 
[VHTH_PT\TVMÄ]LMLL[HZSVUNH[OL`KVUV[PTWLKL[OLW\ISPJYPNO[VM
^H `]PVSH[L[OL(TLYPJHU+PZHIPSP[PLZ(J[VYJH\ZLZPNUPÄJHU[YPZRVYJVUÅPJ[
^P[OW\ISPJZHML[`HUK]LOPJ\SHY[YHɉJ
General Public Space Design Characteristics
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Right: 12th Avenue 
Green Street in 
Portland. Left: 
Outdoor seating 
at Novel Cafe on 
Traction Avenue. 
Right: Pie Hole and 
Poketo frontages 
are transparent and 
invite pedestrian 
[YHɉJ
624
Arts District Form-Based Code
Building Size and Massing
)\PSKPUNZHYL[VMVSSV^[OL9LN\SH[PUN7SHUMVYOLPNO[HUKTHZZPUNMVY
[OLHWWSPJHISL[YHUZLJ[aVUL5L^I\PSKPUNZZOV\SKIL[HSSLY^P[OZTHSSLY
MVV[WYPU[Z[VTH_PTPaLKLUZP[`HUKLUJV\YHNL[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VMH
WLKLZ[YPHUVYPLU[LK\YIHULU]PYVUTLU[5L^I\PSKPUNZHYL[VILI\PS[[V
WYVWLY[`SPULPUVYKLY[VTHPU[HPUJVU[PU\P[`^P[O[OLL_PZ[PUNKL]LSVWTLU[
pattern. 
Left: Existing 
massing on Traction 
Avenue. 
Parking Design
3V[Z\ZLKVUS`MVYWHYRPUN^PSSJVU[HPU[YLLZWSHU[LYZVYV[OLYMVYTZVM
landscaping. Parking garages must be surrounded by active uses at street 
SL]LS7HYRPUNNHYHNLZZOHSSILKLZPNULK[VTPYYVYL_PZ[PUNI\PSKPUNMVYTHUK
MHsHKLZVM[OLULPNOIVYOVVK3HUKZJHWPUNHUKWSHU[LYZHYLLUJV\YHNLKMVY
open parking lots. 
Left: Parking 
garage in Santa 
Monica with retail 
use on the ground 
ÅVVYRight: LA 
Zoo parking lot 
landscaped with 
bioswale. 
SLM[ZV\YJL!O[[W!HZZL[ZPUOHIP[H[JVT^WJVU[LU[ISVNZKPYÄSLZ:HU[H4VUPJH7HYRPUN.HYHNLZQWN
YPNO[ZV\YJL!O[[W!SHJYLLRMYLHRÄSLZ^VYKWYLZZJVTaVVJPHYHQWN
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Public Art
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[PZHO\IVMHY[ZHUKJ\S[\YLP[ZPKLU[P[`PZKPZWSH`LKVU
HSTVZ[L]LY`I\PSKPUNMHsHKL^HSSZPKL^HSRHUKHYJOP[LJ[\YHSKLZPNUPU
[OLHYLH;VTHPU[HPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[Z\UPX\LPKLU[P[`HZHWSHJLVM\YIHU
J\S[\YLW\ISPJHY[ZOV\SKILJVUZLY]LKHUKPUJVYWVYH[LKPU[V[OLKLZPNUVM
L_PZ[PUNUL ^VYYL\ZLWYVQLJ[Z7\ISPJ(Y[ZOV\SKILKPZWSH`LKWYVTPULU[S`
VUHU`ZPKLVMHI\PSKPUNI\[PZLUJV\YHNLK[VILPU[OLTVZ[W\ISPJS`]PZPISL
area.  
Right: Public art 
is an essential 
component to 
unique to the Arts 
District community. 
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Arts District Form-Based Code
Bicycle Parking Design 
)PJ`JSLWHYRPUNYLX\PYLTLU[Z^PSSMVSSV^[OL9LN\SH[PUN7SHUMVYLHJO
[YHUZLJ[)PJ`JSLYHJRKLZPNUZHYLLUJV\YHNLK[VILHY[PZ[PJVY[OLTLK
:OVY[[LYTIPJ`JSLWHYRPUNZOV\SKJVUZPZ[VMYHJRZ[OH[HYLSVJH[LKV\[ZPKL
VM[OLI\PSKPUNVUW\ISPJZPKL^HSRZVYVUWHYRSL[Z9HJRZZOV\SKIL
KLZPNULK[VZ\WWVY[[OLIPJ`JSL\WYPNO[VUHOVYPaVU[HSWSHULI`P[ZMYHTL
PU[^VWSHJLZ)PJ`JSLJVYYHSZJHUIL\ZLK[VVɈLYVUZ[YLL[WHYRPUNPU
YLWSHJLTLU[VMHZPUNSLJHYWHYRPUNZWHJL^P[OHUHSSV[TLU[VMIPJ`JSL
WHYRPUNZWHJLZ3VUN[LYTIPJ`JSLWHYRPUNZOV\SKJVU[HPUHOPNOKLNYLLVM
ZLJ\YP[`PU[OLMVYTVMHSVJRLYIPRLYVVTIPRLJHNLVYIPRLZ[H[PVU
 
Landscaping 
3HUKZJHWPUNZOV\SKMVSSV^[OLVWLUHUKNYLLUZWHJLZ[YH[LNPLZV\[SPULK
ILSV ^7SHU[LYZZOV\SKILPUJVYWVYH[LKPU[V[OLZPKL^HSR[VWYV]PKLZ[VYT
^H[LY[YLH[TLU[[OYV\NOWSHU[LK]LNL[H[PVU7SHU[LYZHUKSHUKZJHWPUN^PSS
JYLH[LHI\ɈLYIL[^LLUWLKLZ[YPHUZHUK[OLZ[YLL[HZHTLHUZ[VWYV[LJ[
W\ISPJZHML[`HUKLUOHUJL[OLHLZ[OL[PJZVMH[OVYV\NOMHYL
Left: Existing 
bicycle rack on 
Traction Avenue. 
Right: Example 
of themed bike 
rack, on street bike 
parking, and parklet 
bike racks. 
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Open and Green Space
;OLPUK\Z[YPHS\YIHULU]PYVUTLU[VM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[OHZHZPNUPÄJHU[SHJR
VMNYLLUVYVWLUZWHJL/V^L]LY[OLYLHYLVWWVY[\UP[PLZPU\UJVU]LU[PVUHS
SVJH[PVUZZ\JOHZ]HJHU[\UKLY\ZLKWHYJLSZSHYNLÅH[PUK\Z[YPHSYVVMZ3VZ
(UNLSLZ»OPZ[VYPJHSIYPKNLZHUKL_PZ[PUNWHYRPUNZWHJLZ0UJVUQ\UJ[PVU
[V[OL:P_[O:[YLL[=PHK\J[HUK3(9P]LY4HZ[LY7SHU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[^PSS
LZ[HISPZOSPURHNLZ[VJVUULJ[^P[OM\[\YLUL[^VYRZVMVWLUZWHJL;OL
WYV_PTP[`[V[OL3(9P]LYWYV]PKLZHUVWWVY[\UP[`[VKLZPNUVWLUZWHJLHUK
SHUKZJHWPUNMLH[\YLZ[VWYV[LJ[^H[LYX\HSP[`HUK^H[LYZ\WWS`[OYV\NOH
]HYPL[`VMSV^PTWHJ[KL]LSVWTLU[Z[YH[LNPLZ;OLMVSSV^PUNHYLZ[YH[LNPLZ
[OH[JHUILKPYLJ[S`HWWSPLK[V[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[HZHTLHUZ[VJYLH[LNYLLU
and open space. 
Green Streets  
(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[YLZPKLU[ZOH]LJP[LK[OLPYKLZPYL[VKL]LSVWHYP]LY^HSR.YLLU
Z[YLL[ZHYLHULɈLJ[P]L[VVS[VYLK\JLWVSS\[PVUMYVTZ[VYT^H[LYY\UVɈ
JYLH[LHLZ[OL[PJHSS`WSLHZPUNZ[YLL[ZHUKWYV]PKLT\JOULLKLKNYLLUZWHJL
.YLLUZ[YLL[ZOH]LSHUKZJHWLMLH[\YLZ[OH[ÄS[LYJHW[\YLHUKPUÄS[YH[LZ[VYT
^H[LYY\UVɈ[OYV\NOUH[\YHSZ`Z[LTZ(KKP[PVUHSS `NYLLUZ[YLL[ZWYV]PKLH
I\ɈLYaVULIL[^LLUWLKLZ[YPHUZHUKH\[VTVIPSL[YHɉJ
Pervious Pavement 
7LY]PV\ZWH]LTLU[Z`Z[LTZHSSV^YHPUMHSS[VWLUL[YH[L[OYV\NOWH]LK
Z\YMHJLZPU[V[OLNYV\UKVYHZ[VYHNLJVU[HPULY[VTHUHNLZ[VYT^H[LY
Y\UVɈI`WYV]PKPUNYL[LU[PVU7LY]PV\ZWH]LTLU[Z`Z[LTZJHUHSZVIL
\ZLK[V]HY`Z[YLL[Z\YMHJLZHUKWYVTV[LSV^[YHɉJZWLLKZVYPKLU[PM`
JYVZZ^HSRZ7LY]PV\ZWH]PUNZ`Z[LTZJHUILHWWSPLK[VWHYRPUNSV[ZHSSL`Z
[YHPSZ`Z[LTZYVHK^H`ZHUKZPKL^HSRZ
Left: Permeable 
pavement. Right: 
Permeable sidewalk 
in Minneapolis.
left, source: center for neighborhood technology
right, source: http://www.avrconcrete.com/pic/proj/Marquette200.jpg
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Green Roofs 
0U[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[NYLLUZWHJLPZYHYLI\[SHYNLPUK\Z[YPHSI\PSKPUNZ^P[O
ÅH[YVVMZHYLJVTTVU;OLZLYVVMZJHUILÄ[[LK^P[ONYLLUYVVMZ`Z[LTZ
[OH[HYLHUL_[LUZPVUVM[OLL_PZ[PUNYVVM.YLLUYVVMZHYL^H[LYWYVVM
YL[YVÄ[[LK^P[OHKYHPUHNLZ`Z[LTHUKJVU[HPUNYLLUZWHJL^P[OSPNO[^LPNO[
NYV^PUNWSHU[Z.YLLUYVVMZOH]LT\S[PWSLILULÄ[Z[OH[PUJS\KLHLZ[OL[PJ
PTWYV]LTLU[ZZ[VYT^H[LYTHUHNLTLU[LULYN`LɉJPLUJ `YLK\JLK\YIHU
OLH[PZSHUKLɈLJ[SVJHSQVIJYLH[PVUPTWYV]LKHPYX\HSP[ `YLJYLH[PVUHS
community, and commercial space. 
SLM[ZV\YJL!O[[W!JYV^UYVVÄUNJVTNYLLUYVVMZYPNO[ZV\YJL!O[[W!
YPNO[ZV\YJL!O[[W!^^ ^JOHTWPVUYVVÄUNJVTJH[LNVY`NYLLUYVVM
Green Walls 
:PTPSHY[VNYLLUYVVMZNYLLU^HSSZJHUPTWYV]LLULYN`LɉJPLUJ`HUKHPY
X\HSP[ `YLK\JL[OL\YIHUOLH[PZSHUKLɈLJ[HUKJYLH[LSVJHSQVIZ0UHU
PUK\Z[YPHS\YIHULU]PYVUTLU[NYLLU^HSSZJHUWYV]PKLUVPZLYLK\J[PVUHUK
WYV]PKLZWHJLMVY\YIHUHNYPJ\S[\YL>P[OHWYV_PTP[`[VZRPKYV ^WYVNYHTZ
JHUILPTWSLTLU[LK[VOLSWYLOHIPSP[H[L[OLOVTLSLZZHUKIYPUN[OL
JVTT\UP[`JSVZLY[VNL[OLYI`WYV]PKPUNQVIZPU\YIHUHNYPJ\S[\YL
SLM[ZV\YJL!O[[W!JYV^UYVVÄUNJVTNYLLUYVVMZYPNO[ZV\YJL!O[[W!
YPNO[ZV\YJL!O[[W!^^ ^JOHTWPVUYVVÄUNJVTJH[LNVY`NYLLUYVVM
Left: Green roofs 
on top of industrial 
buildings. 
Left: Vertical urban 
farm. Right: Green 
wall. 
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Civic Space
Parklets
Parklets are an economically viable solution for needed open and green 
ZWHJLHSVUNJVTTLYJPHSJVYYPKVYZPU[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[(WHYRSL[PZH
YLW\YWVZLKWHY[VM[OLZ[YLL[[OH[OHZILLU[\YULKPU[VW\ISPJZWHJLMVY
WLVWSL[VLUQV `7HYRSL[ZWYV]PKLZWHJLMVYHUJOVYHUKKLZ[PUH[PVUWVPU[Z
LUJV\YHNLWLKLZ[YPHUHJ[P]P[ `HUKMVZ[LYULPNOIVYOVVKPU[LYHJ[PVU7HYRSL[Z
can be used to provide additional space for street furniture, landscaping, 
HUKIPJ`JSLWHYRPUN7HYRSL[ZHSZVILULÄ[I\ZPULZZ]P[HSP[`[OYV\NOPUJYLHZLK
WLKLZ[YPHUH[[YHJ[PVUHUKZ[YLL[ILH\[PÄJH[PVU7HYRSL[ZZOV\SKILSVJH[LK
HSVUN;YHJ[PVU(]LU\LHUK;OPYK:[YLL[PUVYKLY[VLZ[HISPZO[OPZHYLHHZH
MVJHSWVPU[MVY[OLULPNOIVYOVVK
Pocket Parks 
Pocket Parks are small-scale open and green space created on vacant lots 
VYZTHSSPYYLN\SHYWPLJLZVMSHUK:PTPSHY[VWHYRSL[ZWVJRL[WHYRZOLSW[V
YLNLULYH[LHUHYLHHUKWYV]PKLZWHJLMVY[OLJVTT\UP[`[VWSH `TLL[VY
LUQV `
Storm water Curb Extensions  
:[YVT^H[LYJ\YIL_[LUZPVUZHYLSHUKZJHWLKZWHJL^P[OPU[OLWHYRPUNaVUL
VMHZ[YLL[[OH[PZ\ZLK[VJHW[\YLY\UVɈ;OL`JHUILKLZPNULKHZ]LNL[H[LK
Z^HSLZWSHU[LYZHUKYHPUNHYKLUZ)LJH\ZL[OL`HYLHUL_[LUZPVUVM[OL
J\YI[OL`JHUIL\ZLKHZH[YHɉJJHSTPUNTLHZ\YL[OH[PUJYLHZLZWLKLZ[YPHU
ZHML[`^OPSLHKKPUNZPNUPÄJHU[NYLLUZWHJL[VHU\YIHUHYLH
3ODQWHU%R[HVELRðOWUDWLRQ
7SHU[LYIV_LZWYV]PKLSHUKZJHWLKZWHJLVUHZPKL^HSR[OH[HSZV[YLH[Z
Z[VYT^H[LYY\UVɈ
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Right: Parklets 
in San Francisco 
provide 
unconventional  
open space in 
urban areas. 
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Street Concepts
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[ZOV\SKJYLH[LHJLU[YHSO\IHUKSPURHNL[V[OLYLZ[VM[OL
ULPNOIVYOVVK[OYV\NOLUOHUJLK[OVYV\NOMHYLKLZPNUPU[OLHYLHHYV\UK
;YHJ[PVU(]LU\L;OPYK:[YLL[HUK::HU[H-L(]LU\L;OPZJLU[YHSSPURHNL
^PSSIVVZ[JVUULJ[P]P[`[VV[OLYHYLHZVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[[OYV\NOHUPTWYV]LK
WLKLZ[YPHUHUKIPJ`JSLWH[OZ`Z[LT[OH[PUJS\KLZHNYLLUZ[YLL[UL[^VYR
^P[OJVUULJ[PVUZ[V[OLYP]LYVWLUZWHJLHUK[OL:P_[O:[YLL[=PHK\J[
WYVQLJ[;OVYV\NOMHYLPTWYV]LTLU[Z^PSSMVJ\ZVUWLKLZ[YPHUJVTMVY[HUK
ZHML[`^OPSLHJJVTTVKH[PUNWHYRPUN[OYV\NO[YHɉJHUKZ[VYT^H[LY
management.
+\L[V[OL]HYPHIPSP[`PU[OVYV\NOMHYL^PK[OZ[YLL[ZJHWLKLZPNUZHUK
JVUJLW[Z[OLMVSSV^PUNLZ[PTH[LZYLX\PYLM\Y[OLYJHSPIYH[PVU
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*VUJLW[ZMVY:WLJPÄJ:[YLL[Z;YHJ[PVU(]LU\L
P
704
Arts District Form-Based Code
Application
Movement Type Slow
Design Speed 25 mph
Pedestrian Crossing Time 11.4 seconds
Transect Zone T5
Overall Widths
Right-of-Way (ROW) Width 70’
Curb Face to Curb Face Width 54’
Lanes
Traffic Lanes 12’
Parking Lanes 8’ parallel and 18’ 
angled1 
Bicycle Lanes Sharrowed
Medians 4’ Trees and 
landscaped*
Edges
Curb Type Square
Planter Type 4’ continuous 
with breaks for 
parking access 
and tree wells* 
Landscape Type Trees spaced at 
30’ o.c. average*
Walkway Type 7’ Sidewalk
Notes
*All medians, planters, and landscapes should 
follow Low Impact Development Standards.
1Parklets are encouraged as a form of open 
space adjacent to active commercial uses such as 
cafes or restaurants. 
*VUJLW[ZMVY:WLJPÄJ:[YLL[Z;YHJ[PVU(]LU\L
Traction Avenue 
;YHJ[PVU(]LU\L^PSSILKLZPNULK[VHJJVTTVKH[LHU\YIHUZ[YLL[
JOHYHJ[LYPaLKI`ZSV^TV]PUN[YHɉJZOHYYV^LKIPRLSHULZHUKOPNO
KLUZP[`TP_LK\ZL3HUKZJHWPUNVU[OLZPKL^HSRHUKTLKPHU^PSSYLKLÄUL
[OL[OVYV\NOMHYL[VOVZ[HJHUVW`VM[YLLZHUKWSHU[SPML[VPTWSLTLU[
SV^PTWHJ[KL]LSVWTLU[Z[YH[LNPLZ:PKL^HSRZ^PSSOV\ZLZ[YLL[M\YUP[\YL
SHUKZJHWPUNHUKIPJ`JSLWHYRPUN;OLZ[YLL[^PSSHJJVTTVKH[LH]HYPL[`
VMWHYRPUNVW[PVUZ[OH[PUJS\KLHUNSLKWHYHSSLSHUKIPJ`JSLWHYRPUN3VJHS
HY[PZ[ZJHUHSZVKLZPNU[OLIPJ`JSLYHJRZ7HYRSL[ZHSVUN[OLUVY[OLYUZPKLVM
;YHJ[PVU(]LU\L^PSSWYV]PKLVWLUZWHJL^OPSLYLPU]PNVYH[PUN[OLWLKLZ[YPHU
H[TVZWOLYL>H`ÄUKPUN^PSSILSVJH[LKULHY:*0(YJ[VOLSWWLVWSLUH]PNH[L
[OYV\NO[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[>H`ÄUKPUNZOV\SKHSZVOLSW[VIYHUK[OL(Y[Z
+PZ[YPJ[HZH\UPX\LWSHJLVMJYLH[P]P[`HUKPUUV]H[PVU"P[^PSSOPNOSPNO[SVJHS
HY[OPZ[VYPJHSHYJOP[LJ[\YLHUKWVW\SHYLZ[HISPZOTLU[Z
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*VUJLW[ZMVY:WLJPÄJ:[YLL[Z;OPYK:[YLL[
P
724
Arts District Form-Based Code
Application
Movement Type Slow
Design Speed 25 mph
Pedestrian Crossing Time 9.8 seconds
Transect Zone T5
Overall Widths
Right-of-Way (ROW) Width 72’
Curb Face to Curb Face Width 48’
Lanes
Traffic Lanes 10’
Parking Lanes 8’ parallel1 
Bicycle Lanes 6’ painted
Medians none
Edges
Curb Type Square
Planter Type 4’ continuous 
with breaks for 
parking access 
and tree wells* 
Landscape Type Trees spaced at 
30’ o.c. average*
Walkway Type 8’ Sidewalk
Notes
*All medians, planters, and landscapes should 
follow Low Impact Development Standards
1Parklets are encouraged as a form of open 
space adjacent to active commercial uses such as 
cafes or restaurants. 
*VUJLW[ZMVY:WLJPÄJ:[YLL[Z;OPYK:[YLL[
Third Street
;OLZLJ[PVUVM;OPYK:[YLL[IL[^LLU,-V\Y[O7SHJLHUK::HU[H-L(]LU\L
^PSSILKLZPNULKHZHJVU[PU\H[PVUVM;YHJ[PVU(]LU\L»Z\YIHUJOHYHJ[LY
;OPYK:[YLL[^PSSHJJVTTVKH[LZSV^TV]PUN[YHɉJWHPU[LKIPRLSHULZ
HUKOPNOKLUZP[`TP_LK\ZL3HUKZJHWPUNVU[OLZPKL^HSR^PSSYLKLÄUL
[OL[OVYV\NOMHYL[VOVZ[HJHUVW`VM[YLLZHUKWSHU[SPML[VPTWSLTLU[
SV^PTWHJ[KL]LSVWTLU[Z[YH[LNPLZ:PKL^HSRZ^PSSOV\ZLZ[YLL[M\YUP[\YL
SHUKZJHWPUNHUKIPJ`JSLWHYRPUN;OLZ[YLL[^PSSWYV]PKLWHYHSSLSHUKIPJ`JSL
WHYRPUN7HYRSL[ZHSVUNIV[OZPKLZVM;OPYK:[YLL[HYL[VILSVJH[LKULHY
HJ[P]LJVTTLYJPHS\ZLZ[VWYV]PKLVWLUZWHJLHUKOH]L[OLWV[LU[PHSMVY
HKKP[PVUHSZLH[PUNMVYJHMLZHUKYLZ[H\YHU[Z;OPYK:[YLL[»ZIPRLSHUL^PSS
MLLKPU[VHSHYNLYIPJ`JSLUL[^VYR[OH[JVUULJ[Z[V[OL:P_[O:[YLL[=PHK\J[
WYVQLJ[
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*VUJLW[ZMVY:WLJPÄJ:[YLL[Z::HU[H-L(]LU\L
(3rd Street to 4th Street)
P
744
Arts District Form-Based Code
Application
Movement Type Slow
Design Speed 25 mph
Pedestrian Crossing Time 9.2 seconds
Transect Zone T5
Overall Widths
Right-of-Way (ROW) Width 60’
Curb Face to Curb Face Width 44’
Lanes
Traffic Lanes 10’
Parking Lane 8’ parallel1 
Bicycle Lanes 6’ painted
Medians 4’ Trees and 
landscaped*
Edges
Curb Type Square
Planter Type 4’ continuous 
with breaks for 
parking access 
and tree wells*
Landscape Type Trees spaced at 
30’ o.c. average*
Walkway Type 8’ Sidewalk
Buffer 4’ painted
Notes
*All medians, planters, and landscapes should 
follow Low Impact Development Standards
1Parklets are encouraged as a form of open 
space adjacent to active commercial uses such as 
cafes or restaurants.  
*VUJLW[ZMVY:WLJPÄJ:[YLL[Z::HU[H-L(]LU\L
(3rd Street to 4th Street)
66DQWD)H$YHQXHUGWRWK6WUHHW
;OLZLJ[PVUVM::HU[H-L(]LU\LIL[^LLU;OPYK:[YLL[HUK[OL-V\Y[O
:[YLL[)YPKNL^PSSILKLZPNULK[VHJJVTTVKH[LHU\YIHUZ[YLL[^P[OZSV^
TV]PUN[YHɉJWHPU[LKIPRLSHULZHUKH]HYPL[`VMSHUK\ZLZ::HU[H
-L(]LU\L^PSSJVU[PU\L[OLL_PZ[PUNWHPU[LKIPRLSHULMYVT;OPYK:[YLL[
\U[PS-V\Y[O:[YLL[3HUKZJHWPUNVU[OLLHZ[LYUZPKL^HSR^PSSYLKLÄUL[OL
[OVYV\NOMHYL[VOVZ[HJHUVW`VM[YLLZHUKWSHU[SPML[VPTWSLTLU[SV^
PTWHJ[KL]LSVWTLU[Z[YH[LNPLZ;OLZ[YLL[^PSSWYV]PKLWHYHSSLSWHYRPUNVU
[OLLHZ[LYUZPKLHUKHZTHSSI\ɈLYVUP[Z^LZ[LYUZPKLIL[^LLU[OLZ[YLL[
HUKHKQHJLU[SHUK\ZLZ7HYRSL[ZVU::HU[H-L(]LU\L»ZLHZ[LYUZPKL^PSS
WYV]PKLVWLUZWHJLMVYPUK\Z[YPHS^VYRLYZZ[\KLU[ZHUKMHJ\S[`VM:*0(YJ
HUKYLZPKLU[ZVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[
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*VUJLW[ZMVY:WLJPÄJ:[YLL[Z::HU[H-L(]LU\L
(4th Street to 7th Street)764
Arts District Form-Based Code
Application
Movement Type Slow
Design Speed 25 mph
Pedestrian Crossing Time 8 seconds
Transect Zone SD
Overall Widths
Right-of-Way (ROW) Width 50’
Curb Face to Curb Face Width 34’
Lanes
Traffic Lanes 10’
Parking Lane None
Bicycle Lanes 5’ painted
Medians None
Edges
Curb Type Square
Planter Type 2’ continuous* 
Landscape Type Trees spaced at 
30’ o.c. average*
Walkway Type 6’ Sidewalk
Buffer 1’ planted*
Notes
*All medians, planters, and landscapes should 
follow Low Impact Development Standards
 
*VUJLW[ZMVY:WLJPÄJ:[YLL[Z::HU[H-L(]LU\L
(4th Street to 7th Street)
66DQWD)H$YHQXHWKWRWK6WUHHW
;OLZLJ[PVUVM::HU[H-L(]LU\LIL[^LLU-V\Y[O:[YLL[HUK[OL:L]LU[O
^PSSILKLZPNULK[VHJJVTTVKH[LHU\YIHUPUK\Z[YPHSZ[YLL[^P[OZSV^
TV]PUN[YHɉJWHPU[LKIPRLSHULZHUKH]HYPL[`VMSHUK\ZLZ::HU[H
-L(]LU\L^PSSJVU[PU\L[OLL_[LUKLKIPRLYV\[LMYVT-V\Y[O:[YLL[\U[PS
:L]LU[O:[YLL[;OLL_[LUZPVUVM[OLIPRLSHUL^PSSZ[YLUN[OLU[OLJVUULJ[PVU
IL[^LLU[OLZV\[OLYUHUKUVY[OLYUWVY[PVUVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[^OPSLVɈLYPUN
LUOHUJLKSPURHNLZ[V[OL:P_[O:[YLL[=PHK\J[HUK3(9P]LY3HUKZJHWPUN
VU[OLZPKL^HSR^PSSYLKLÄUL[OL[OVYV\NOMHYL[VOVZ[HJHUVW`VM[YLLZHUK
WSHU[SPML[VPTWSLTLU[SV^PTWHJ[KL]LSVWTLU[Z[YH[LNPLZ;OLZ[YLL[^PSS
THPU[HPUP[ZJ\YYLU[UVWHYRPUNYLN\SH[PVUVUIV[OZPKLZ
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Concepts for 60’ Urban Street
P
784
Arts District Form-Based Code
Application
Movement Type Slow
Design Speed 25 mph
Pedestrian Crossing Time 9 seconds
Transect Zone T5, SD
Overall Widths
Right-of-Way (ROW) Width 58’-60’
Curb Face to Curb Face Width 38’-40’
Lanes
Traffic Lanes 10’-12’
Parking Lane 8’ parallel1 
Bicycle Lanes Sharrowed2
Medians None
Edges
Curb Type Square
Planter Type 4’ continuous 
with breaks for 
parking access 
and tree wells*
Landscape Type Trees spaced at 
30’ o.c. average*
Walkway Type 6’ Sidewalk
Notes
*All medians, planters, and landscapes should 
follow Low Impact Development Standards
1Parklets are encouraged as a form of open 
space adjacent to active commercial uses such as 
cafes or restaurants. 
2Sharrowed bicycle lane optional and should reflect 
connections to larger bicycle network. 
Concepts for 60’ Urban Street
60’ Street Width Concept
:[YLL[Z^P[OHUHWWYV_PTH[L»^PK[O^PSSHJJVTTVKH[LHU\YIHUZ[YLL[
JOHYHJ[LYPaLKI`ZSV^TV]PUN[YHɉJVW[PVUHSZOHYYV^LKIPRLSHULZ
HUK]HYPL[`VMSHUK\ZLZ3HUKZJHWPUNVU[OLZPKL^HSR^PSSYLKLÄUL[OL
[OVYV\NOMHYL[VOVZ[HJHUVW`VM[YLLZHUKWSHU[SPML[VPTWSLTLU[SV^
PTWHJ[KL]LSVWTLU[Z[YH[LNPLZ:PKL^HSRZ^PSSOV\ZLZ[YLL[M\YUP[\YL
SHUKZJHWPUNHUKIPJ`JSLWHYRPUN;OLZ[YLL[^PSSHJJVTTVKH[LWHYHSSLS
WHYRPUN7HYRSL[ZHSVUNIV[OZPKLZVM[OLZ[YLL[HYL[VILSVJH[LKULHYHJ[P]L
JVTTLYJPHS\ZLZ[VWYV]PKLVWLUZWHJLHUKOH]L[OLWV[LU[PHSMVYHKKP[PVUHS
ZLH[PUNMVYJHMLZHUKYLZ[H\YHU[Z:OHYYV^LKIPRLSHULZZOV\SKILHKKLK
HSVUNZ[YLL[Z^P[OWV[LU[PHSMVYM\[\YLIPRLSHULZHUKJVUULJ[PVUZ[VHNYLH[LY
IPJ`JSLVYVWLUZWHJLUL[^VYR
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Concepts for 60’ Urban Street804
Arts District Form-Based Code
Application
Movement Type Slow
Design Speed 25 mph
Pedestrian Crossing Time 8 seconds
Transect Zone T5, SD
Overall Widths
Right-of-Way (ROW) Width 50’-52’
Curb Face to Curb Face Width 34’-36’
Lanes
Traffic Lanes 10’
Parking Lane 7-8’ parallel
Bicycle Lanes None
Medians None
Edges
Curb Type Square
Planter Type 2’ continuous 
with breaks for 
parking access 
and tree wells* 
Landscape Type Trees spaced at 
30’ average*
Walkway Type 6’ Sidewalk
Notes
*All medians, planters, and landscapes should 
follow Low Impact Development Standards.
Concepts for 50’ Urban Street
50’ Street Width Concept
:[YLL[Z^P[OHUHWWYV_PTH[L»^PK[O^PSSHJJVTTVKH[LHU\YIHUZ[YLL[
JOHYHJ[LYPaLKI`ZSV^TV]PUN[YHɉJHUK]HYPL[`VMSHUK\ZLZ3HUKZJHWPUN
VU[OLZPKL^HSR^PSSYLKLÄUL[OL[OVYV\NOMHYL[VOVZ[HJHUVW`VM[YLLZ
HUKWSHU[SPML[VPTWSLTLU[SV^PTWHJ[KL]LSVWTLU[Z[YH[LNPLZ:PKL^HSRZ
^PSSOV\ZLZ[YLL[M\YUP[\YLSHUKZJHWPUNHUKIPJ`JSLWHYRPUN;OLZ[YLL[^PSS
accommodate parallel parking. 
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Conclusion
;OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[ULPNOIVYOVVKPZHQ\_[HWVZP[PVUVMHY[HUKPUK\Z[Y `;OL
HY[PZ[ZOH]LH\UPX\LZ`ULYN`^P[O[OLPUK\Z[YPHSI\PSKPUNMHIYPJ0[PZ[OPZ
impromptu collaboration of industrial buildings as a canvas, an outlet, for 
HY[[OH[KLÄULZ[OLPKLU[P[`VM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[0UHKKP[PVU[OLOPZ[VY`VM[OL
YHPSYVHKWYLZLU[PU[OLI\PSKPUNZ[VJRJVTWHJ[YVHKZ`Z[LTOPKKLUYHPSYVHK
[YHJRZHUKJYLH[P]P[`HUKPUUV]H[PVUOH]LKL]LSVWLK[OLJVTT\UP[`PU[V
^OH[P[PZ[VKH `;OLWVW\SHYP[`VM[OLHYLHHZHJ\S[\YHSH[[YHJ[PVUHUKP[Z
WYV_PTP[`[VHI\Z[SPUNKV^U[V^U^PSSJVU[PU\LP[ZWYLZLUJLHZ\UPX\LHUK
]PIYHU[ULPNOIVYOVVK)\PSKPUNKL]LSVWTLU[PZVUS`L_WLJ[LK[VPUJYLHZLHZ
THYRL[MVYJLZKL[LYTPUL[OLULLKMVYOV\ZPUNJVTTLYJPHSHUKPUK\Z[YPHS
ZWHJL;OLJOHSSLUNLMVY[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[^PSSIL[OLHSSVJH[PVUVMYLZV\YJLZ
MVYYLZPKLU[Z]LYZ\ZL_PZ[PUNPUK\Z[YPHS\ZLYZHUKUL^KL]LSVWTLU[(Z
UL^YLZPKLU[ZZL[[SLPU[OLHYLHPZZ\LZZ\JOHZWHYRPUNVWLUZWHJLHUK
WLKLZ[YPHUPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL^PSSOH]L[VILM\Y[OLYHKKYLZZLK,]LU^P[OHU
L_WLJ[LKSVZZ[VOLH]PLYPUK\Z[YPHSSHUK\ZLZQVIZJHUILYL[HPULKVYL]LU
NYV^U[OYV\NOM\Y[OLYPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVMH3VZ(UNLSLZ*SLHU[LJOJVYYPKVY
;OPZ^PSSHSSV^[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[[VMVZ[LYHUL^^H]LVM[LJOUVSVNPJHS
JYLH[P]P[`HUKWVZZPIS`YLIYHUKP[ZLSMV]LY[PTL/V^L]LY[OLYPZR^PSSHS^H`Z
IL[OLSVZZVMOPZ[VYPJI\PSKPUNZ[OH[NP]L[OLHYLHPZ\UPX\L\YIHUJOHYHJ[LY
;OLJVU[PU\LKHUKL_WHUKLKWYLZLY]H[PVUVM[OL(Y[Z+PZ[YPJ[OPZ[VYPJHS
buildings is paramount to its continued success as a cultural destination for 
3VZ(UNLSLZ-PUHSS `HZ[OLHYLHL]VS]LZP[^PSSOH]L[VYLZWVUZPIS`THUHNL
M\[\YLWYVQLJ[ZJPYJ\SH[PVUSHUK\ZLHUKJ\S[\YL[VYLTHPUVULVM3VZ
(UNLSLZ»TVZ[\UPX\LHUKZV\NO[HM[LYULPNOIVYOVVKZ
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